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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 
Some of the earliest work in stochastic filtering began 
in the 1940's when N. Wiener studied the following system. 
Over a given time interval [0,T] a signal process {s^}is 
transmitted. But., at any time te[0,T] only z^=s^+n^ can be 
observed where the process {n^} is some noise process. ( {n^.} 
is often modeled as white noise, i.e., a process where 
= 5(T) for all tsO.) He wanted to compute 7^., the 
optimal mean squared estimate of s,. given the observations 
{Zgis^t} . Assuming {s,.} is a stationary process uncorrelated 
with {iij.} , Wiener solved this filtering problem using 
spectral techniques (see [19]). 
Using standard linear systems techniques (see [19] and 
[20]) the above system can be realized in state space form as: 
dx,.=Ax^dt+bdv,. 
(1) 
dy,.=cx^dt+dWj. 
for an appropriate m-dimensional state process {x,.}, and 
appropriate mxm, mxl, Ixm matrices A,b,c. In this realization 
v^ and w,. are standard Brownian motion processes, s^=cx,. and 
symbolically Zj.=y^. In the early 1960's R.E. Kalman developed 
an algorithm for computing the estimation process {s^} using 
this state space model (again, see [19]). 
It was soon realized that the Kalman filter had two major 
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advantages over the Wiener filter. 
i) The Kalman filter can handle more diverse 
systems than the Wiener filter. The Kalman 
filter can be applied to general time-variant 
linear systems not just stationary time-
invariant linear systems. 
ii) The Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm 
ideally suited to the use of digital computers. 
The following simple discrete time example (adapted from 
[10]) illustrates the basic ideas behind Kalman's algorithm 
without using much probabilistic machinery. Consider the 
system: 
x,=x 
Ay,=x,+ Aw, 
for k=l,2,... where x, AWj^/AWg/ ... are iid, N(0,1) random 
variables defined on a probability space . For this 
system the optimal mean squared filter x^=E{x^jAy^, . . ., Ay^.} is 
the least squares estimate of x in the linear subspace 
S£ (Ay^, . .., Ay^) of the Hilbert space H of all mean zero, normal 
random variables on (Q,.^,P) with inner product <u,v)=E{uv} . 
Denote the projection of ueH onto S£ (Ay^, . . ., Ay^) by P,^(u) . 
Then, to compute x^ we proceed in three steps. First, we 
construct the "innovations process" {Av^}. Define AVj^=Ay^ 
and Av^=Ay^-P^_^ (Ay^) =Ay^-P^.j (x) =Ay^.-x^.j. Of course. 
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{AVj^, . .., Av^} is an orthogonal basis for SE (Ay^, . . ., Ay^) . 
Second, we represent as a linear combination of 
Av^, ...,Av^. There exist constants such that 
k 
x^=Ea^Av^. Third, we compute the "gain" constants 
For this, note that 
E{xAv^} = E{x ^+xAWj^-xXj^_^} = E{x (x-x^_^) } , 
_ i 
E{x,Av^} = E{ E a .Av,Av.} =  a .E{Av^} . 
J=i ^ ^ 
But, 
E{xAv^} = E{x^Av^} , 
E{x (X-Xj^_j) } = E{ (X-Xj^_j) , 
E{AV2} = E{ (X+AW^-X^_^)2}= E{ (X-?^.^)2}+1. 
_ e? 1 
So, denoting j=E{ (x-x^ ^ ) ^} , we have . 
e.li+l 
We can then compute the estimation process recursively as 
follows. Let Xq=0 and Ax^=x^-x^_^. We get 
Ax,^=a,Av,= -^^ (Ay,-x,,.,) . 
Also, the error process {e^} can be computed recursively with 
= 1 and 
= E{ (x - x^> 
= E{x(x-x^)} 
= E{x (x - x^_j) - a,^xAv^} 
4 
= E{(x-x,.,)n - a,E{(x-x,.,)=^} = 
During the last 30 years much research has been devoted 
to developing algorithms as computationally practical as 
Kalman's for the nonlinear filtering problem. Initial efforts 
were primarily concerned with extending Kalman's ideas to the 
nonlinear generalization of system (1). Specifically, suppose 
we are given the partially observed system 
dx =f(x )dt+a(xJdv 
( 2 )  
dy^=h (x^) dt+dw,. 
where a:R'"-'R"'xR'", h:R"'-R^, and v^,w^ are m, r-dimensional 
standard Brownian motions w.r.t. a filtration on 
P) . We want to find the optimal mean squared estimate 
of given the observation a-algebra Y^=a{yg:s^t} , 
i.e., for a given bounded continuous function ^iR^-^R, find 
0^.=E{(t> (x^) |Yj.} . More recent efforts concern solving the above 
nonlinear filtering problem when the state process {x^} is 
something other than a diffusion process or when the noise 
process {w^} is something other than standard Brownian 
motion. The purpose of this paper is to unify many of these 
nonlinear filtering results. 
One can see from some of the terminology already used 
that much probabilistic machinery will be needed. So, in 
Chapter II we begin with a review of background material on 
stochastic processes. First, we recall the terminology and 
properties associated with the various classes of processes 
that arise in filtering theory. Noting that systems (1) and 
(2) are described in terms of stochastic differential 
equations, it seems reasonable that next we should review the 
martingale calculus which is very important in filtering 
theory. Last, we review the theory of Markov processes, since 
most often the partially observed system will be Markov. 
In Chapter III we derive the main equations of nonlinear 
filtering. One of the contributions of this paper is the 
unification of several approaches which leads to the 
derivation of the filtering equations for quite general 
systems. The only restriction on the signal process will be 
that it is a square integrable semimartingale. Also, the 
noise process in the observation can be either standard 
Brownian motion or a martingale derived from a conditional 
Poisson process. 
In this chapter we first use the innovations procedure to 
derive the Kushner-Stratonovich equation, which is a 
stochastic differential equation for computing the conditional 
expectation £{(]) (x^) jY^.} . This procedure is analogous to the 
procedure used above in the simple discrete time example: 
i) We construct an innovations process with 
orthogonal increments; 
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ii) We represent the estimation process in terms of 
a stochastic integral w.r.t. the innovations 
process; 
iii) We compute the gain or integrand process of the 
stochastic integral. 
The Kushner-Stratonovich equation can be cumbersome, so 
next we use the reference probability approach to develop a 
somewhat simpler equation. The keys to this approach are: 
i) There exists a probability measure Q with P«Q 
on such that under Q the processes x^,y^., 
and R^=E®"' dp I 
— \^.f have "nice" properties and 
dQ H 
under Q the signal and observation processes 
are independent; 
ii) The filtering problem can be solved in terms of 
a conditional expectation w.r.t. Q. 
We can illustrate points i) and ii) above using our 
simple discrete time example. 
i) Suppose under P the joint pdf of x, Ay^, .. ., Ay^^ 
is given as f ( x ,  .  .  . ,  Ay^^) =  
1 " g (x) exp (-—E (Ay.- x> where g is the N(0,1) 
2 k=i 
density function. Let Q be the probability 
measure with —=R"^ and 
dP " 
1 " 
-E 
k=l •" 2 k=i 
Then, 
R^=exp ( ExAy^ — x^) for all k=l, ,..,n. 
• under Q {Ayj^} is a sequence of iid 
N(0,1) random variables independent 
of x; 
the marginal distribution of x is the 
same under Q as under P; 
if ^^.=a{x, Ay^, ..., Ay^ } then 
rip k 1 k 
dQ 1=1 21=1 
all k=l,...,n. 
ii) It is easy to verify that for (t)6C^(R) 
E«{(j)(x)RjAy,, . . .,Ay.} 
E P { { t ) ( x )  | A y , ,  .  .  . , A y ^ }  =  ^ ^  
E«{RjAy^, . . .,Ay^} 
for all k=l,...,n. 
The Zakai stochastic differential equation computes the 
continuous time analog of E®{(t> (x) R^|Ay^, . . ., Ay^} . This 
equation is usually easier to work with than the Kushner-
Stratonovich equation. 
When the state process is Markov, both the Kushner-
Stratonovich equation and the Zakai equation give recursive 
equations for computing the filtered process. Unfortunately, 
8 
these equations are usually infinite dimensional. In the last 
section of Chapter III we consider important exceptions when 
the Zakai equation gives computationally useful finite 
dimensional recursive methods for deriving the conditional 
densities of the filtered process. 
When the state process is a diffusion, equations for 
computing the conditional densities can be developed also, but 
these equations are infinite dimensional. So, over the last 
15 years various numerical methods for approximating the 
conditional densities have been developed. Although each of 
these approximation methods were developed by different 
individuals and use different techniques, there is a common 
thread running through several of these methods. The main 
contribution of this paper is the development of a general 
theory for approximating the optimal filter of a partially 
observed system when the signal is a diffusion process. This 
general theory includes several previously developed 
approximation methods as special cases. 
In Chapter IV we present our approximation theory. The 
theory consists of three main steps. 
i) We approximate the diffusion with a finite 
state process. We show how to construct finite 
state processes that will converge to the 
diffusion signal in distribution. 
9 
ii) We construct filters (conditional expectations) 
for the finite state approximating processes 
that converge to the desired filter 
(conditional expectation) for the diffusion. 
We show that the approximate filters converge 
to the desired filter in L^(P) uniformly on 
[0,T] . 
iii) We develop numerical algorithms for computing 
the conditional densities of the approximate 
filters. 
The numerical algorithms, of course, depend on the diffusion 
approximation used and on the way the approximate filter is 
constructed. But, little research has been conducted studying 
the effect diffusion and filter approximation choices have on 
the numerical algorithms. So, we conclude by comparing the 
efficiency of several possible algorithms using computer 
generated simulations. 
10 
CHAPTER II - REVIEW 
In this chapter we review the definitions and properties 
of the stochastic processes involved in nonlinear filtering. 
We divide the review into three sections. First, we classify 
the processes related to semimartingales, since the most 
general filtering equations are developed for semimartingales. 
Next, we review the martingale calculus and related results 
that will be needed to develop the filtering equations. Then, 
in the last section we examine Markov processes which are the 
processes of interest in the fourth chapter of this paper. 
The theorems, propositions, etc., in this review are stated 
without proofs. These results are all well known and at the 
beginning of each section references will be listed where 
these results can be found. 
1. Semimartingales and Related Processes 
We begin with the basic definitions related to general 
stochastic processes. Then, we define the concept of a 
martingale and look at properties and examples of martingales. 
The semimartingales involved in filtering consist of a 
martingale plus a predictable process of integrable variation. 
So, the third subsection examines predictable, optional, and 
11 
integrable variation processes. Finally, we define square 
integrable martingales and quadratic variation processes. 
These processes are fundamental in the martingale calculus. 
The development of the material in this section follows 
the expositions in references [1] and [2] where proofs of the 
stated results can be found. We work on a given probability 
space (Q,^,P). Time varies on an interval I where I=[0,«>), 
[0,~], or [0,T] for some finite time T. Also, in subsections 
1.3 and 1.4 we assiame a given filtration {^t} that is right 
continuous and complete. 
1.1 General stochastic processes 
Let E be a complete separable metric space with Borel a-
field <^(E) . A (stochastic) process is a map X:IXQ-.E such 
that Xt(-) :Q-^E is a random variable for each tel. A process x 
is measurable if the map x is measurable when IxQ is given the 
product a-field (^(I) where CS{1) is the Borel a-field on I. 
A process x is (right or left) continuous if the paths t-Xt(u) 
are (right or left) continuous. In stochastic analysis 
generally we are able to establish properties of a process 
(e.g., continuity) only almost surely (a.s.). So we define 
the following criterion for identifying processes. Process y 
is a modification of x if for each tel, Xt=yt a.s. A stronger 
criterion for identification is: x and y are 
12 
indistinguishable if Xt=yt for all t a.s. A process x that 
is indistinguishable from the zero process is said to be 
evanescent. Since we will be primarily concerned with right 
continuous processes, the following result should be noted. 
Propostion 1.1.1 Suppose x and y are right continuous 
processes and y is a modification of x. Then x and y are 
indistinguishable. • 
We also need measurability conditions on a process x that 
varies with time. A family of a-fields indexed by I is 
a filtration of (Q, ^  if each and when s^t. 
Usually we will assiame a filtration } satisfies the 
following two conditions. (i) A filtration is right 
continuous if ^*^t+ = n 
s>t 
s Y (ii) A filtration {^t } is complete if 
s<t 
contains all the P-null sets of A process x is adapted to 
if for each tel, x^ is measurable. A process x is 
progressive if for each tel the map x:[0,t]xQ->E is measurable 
w.r.t. the product a-field ([0, t]) • Clearly a 
progressive process is adapted, but the converse is not always 
true. However, we do have the following: 
13 
Proposition 1.1.2 If x is adapted and right continuous, then 
X is progressive. 
We will want to talk about the value of a process at 
random times T as well as fixed times t. A random variable 
is a stopping time w.r.t. if {x^t}e^^ for each 
tel. Of course, fixed times are stopping times. Also, if 
{^t} is complete and right continuous and x is a progressive 
process, then for each r6^^(E) Tp=inf{t;x,.6r} is a stopping 
time. The a-field of events occurring by time T is 
defined: 
= {A6^;An{Tst}e^t for each tel}. 
Some basic properties of stopping times follow. Assiime x and 
a are {^t} stopping times, then 
i) aVt, oAx are stopping times 
ii) If then An{a^T}e.^^ 
iii) If a.s. then 
iv) {a=T }, {a<T }, {a>T } belong to both 9'^ and 9'^. 
Finally, we have the following: 
Lemma 1.1.3 If T is a stopping time and x is progressive, 
then measurable and the stopped process 
*t " *tAt progressive. 
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1.2 Martingales 
A real-valued stochastic process x is a supermartingale 
(resp. submartingale) w.r.t. the filtration {^f.} if: 
i) X is adapted to {^t } 
ii) E{|Xtl}<oo for all tel 
iii) E{Xtl^s}5 Xg a.s. for sst (resp. E{Xt 1^3)^X3 
a.s. for Sit) . 
A process x that is both a submartingale and a supermartingale 
is called a martingale. 
Lemma 1.2.1 If x is an {^t}~i^ai^tingale (resp. 
submartingale) and (j) is a convex (resp. convex increasing) 
function from K into M with <t>(Xt) integrable for each tel, 
then {0(Xt)} is an "Submartingale. 
There are two canonical examples of continuous time 
martingales that play an important role in this paper. 
The primary example of a continuous martingale is the 
Wiener or Brownian motion process: 
Definition 1.2.2 A stochastic process w, adapted to 
i s  a  W i e n e r  p r o c e s s  w . r . t .  { i f -
i) Wo = 0 
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Wg is independent of 9'^ for all t>s 
Wg ~ N(0,a^(t-s)) for all t>s. 
A Wiener process w with o^=l is called standard Brownian 
motion (SBM) 
The primary example of a martingale with jumps is related 
to the Poisson process: 
Definition 1.2.3 A stochastic process N, adapted to f 
is an process with intensity A(t), where X is a 
positive measurable function on I, if: 
i) No = 0 
ii) Nt - Ns is independent of t>s 
t 
iii) Nt - N3 ~ POI (j*X(u)du) for all t>s. 
S 
A Poisson process N with A(t) = 1 is called standard Poisson. 
Proposition 1.2.4 If N is an {^t}"Poisson process with 
t 
integrable intensity X(t), then Nt - J ' k ( s ) d s  is an {^^.} 
0 
martingale. 
Also, we will be concerned with processes that are 
conditionally Poisson. Suppose At = A(Xt) is a positive 
measurable process depending on the measurable process x with 
ii) Wt -
iii) Wt -
E(/X„du }<» a.s. Let X = a(Xt:t6l) be contained in Then 
0 
N is a conditional Poisson process (CPP) with intensity At 
if, given is an process with intensity 
t 
Af Again, - /X.ds is an {^t}~nis^^tingale. 
0 
Throughout most of the paper we will assume the processes 
of interest are cadlag (right continuous processes with limits 
on the left). The following two results show that this 
assumption is not very restrictive. 
Proposition 1.2.5 Suppose the filtration {^t} is right 
continuous and that x is a supermartingale. A right 
continuous modification of x exists iff t^E{Xt} is right 
continuous in t. 
Proposition 1.2.6 If x is a right continuous 
supermartingale, then x has a cadlag modification. 
Also, for much of the paper we will consider only a 
finite time interval I = [0,T]. In this case, the following 
theorems will apply to the stopped process x'^. 
Theorem 1.2.7 Suppose x is a right continuous supermartingale 
on I = [0,0°). If supE(x^)<<», then Xt converges to an 
tel 
integrable random variable x„ a.s. as t-<». 
17 
Theorem 1.2.8 
i) If X is a uniformly integrable martingale on I = [0,«>), 
then there exists an integrable random variable x„ such 
that Xt = E{x„|.^t} a.s. and Xt-'X„ a.s. and in L^. 
ii) If Xt = E{x„|^t} some integrable, = V 
" t 
measurable random variable, then x is uniformly 
integrable. 
Finally, we state two important properties of 
martingales. 
Theorem 1.2.9 (Doob's Inequality) If x is a right continuous 
submartingale and J=[u,v]ci, then x^eL? implies 
sup ix^ 
teJ 
_P_l|j, II for l<p<oo 
p - 1 ^ P 
Theorem 1.2.10 (Optional Sampling) Suppose x is a right 
continuous {^t}~supermartingale and o,x are {^t} stopping 
times with a^T a.s. for tel=[0,~]. Then Xo,x^ are integrable 
and XgSEfxJ^o} a.s. 
1.3 Integrable variation, optional, predictable processes 
A process {At} is raw increasing if the paths of A are 
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almost surely nonnegative, right continuous, increasing 
functions of t and A^eL^ for tel. If (which necessarily 
exists) is also in L^, we call {A^} integrable raw increasing. 
Furthermore, if Ao=0 a.s. and A is adapted to {•9'^} we say A is 
increasing (resp. integrable increasing). A process {B^} 
which is the difference of two raw increasing processes is a 
bounded variation process, and if {B^} is the difference of 
two integrable increasing processes, {B^} is a process of 
integrable variation. Again, since I=[0,T] for most of this 
paper, the main distinction between bounded and integrable 
variation processes is whether the process is adapted or not. 
In filtering the most general processes of interest are 
semimartingales. A semimartingale is a process that can be 
decomposed as the sum of a uniformly integrable martingale and 
a process of integrable variation. (Actually, we are defining 
a special semimartingale here but usually I=[0,T] so, we do 
not need the more general semimartingale definition.) 
Clearly, a semimartingale is the difference of two 
submartingales. In the following we will see that a 
submartingale is also a particular type of semimartingale 
given by its Doob-Meyer decomposition. 
As motivation we first consider how to decompose a 
discrete time submartingale {x.^}. Let Ao=0 and AAk=Ak+i-A,t= 
E {Xkn 1}-Xk. Also, let mo=Xo and Amk= mk,i-mk=Xk+i-E{Xk+i I • 
19 
Note that Xj.=m|,+Aj;. Since x is a submartingale, {A^} is 
increasing and predictable (A^+i is i%-measurable) . Also, {nij.} 
is a martingale. So, we have decomposed x as the sum of a 
martingale and a predictable integrable increasing process. 
Such a decomposition exists for continuous time submartingales 
also, symbolically take dA^ =E{Xt | }"^t- dmt=Xt-E {Xt I ^t-} • 
To make this rigorous many details need to be worked out, 
particularly regarding the continuous time version of a 
predictable process. 
The predictable a-field Up of the filtration is 
generated by all left continuous {.^t)"Adapted processes. The 
optional a-field Eg of the filtration is generated by all 
cadlag "adapted processes. A Sp-measurable process is a 
predictable process and a Eo-measurable process is an optional 
process. Denote as S. We say a E-measurable process 
X is bounded (denoted xeC^°°(Z)) if SUPLX^.| e L". Bounded 
tel 
predictable or optional processes are similarly defined 
(respectively denoted X663"(2p) or xeC^"{ZQ) ) . 
Theorem 1.3.1 fProjection Theorem) There are unique linear 
projections np:6S"(S)-^(^3"(Sp) and no:6S°°(S)-»(^"(So) such that for 
any xe6§°'(S) : 
i) Hp (x) .fX (K") =E{X^X I} for all stopping times T 
20 
ii) Ho (x) (t<~) =E{x^X (T<~) I-^T-} fo^ 3ll predictable stopping 
times T. 
We call np(x) the predictable projection of x and no(x) the 
optional projection of x. Clearly, continuous adapted 
processes are predictable. Poisson processes are examples of 
non-predictable processes. Since we will be concerned mainly 
with cadlag processes, the optional processes will be the 
adapted processes. 
Before we state the Doob-Meyer theorem for continuous 
time submartingales we need one more definition. A right 
continuous, uniformly integrable submartingale x is of class D 
if the family {X^:T a finite stopping time} is uniformly 
integrable. Using the optional sampling theorem it is easy to 
see that uniformly integrable martingales are of class D. 
Also, positive submartingales x with Xt^E{x„|^t} on tel for 
some integrable random variable x„ are of class D. 
Theorem 1.3.2 (Doob-Mever) Suppose x is a class D 
submartingale. Then there exists a unique predictable 
integrable increasing process A and a unique uniformly 
integrable martingale m such that Xt=mt+At. 
The following useful results follow from the Doob-Meyer 
21 
theorem. Considering our symbolic definition of dA^ above, 
the first result seems reasonable. 
Propostion 1.3.3 Let the class D submartingale x have a 
Doob-Meyer decomposition x=m+A. Then np(x)t=Xt_ iff A is 
continuous. 
For the other result we need the following definition. 
Suppose {Xt} is an integrable raw increasing process. Then 
there is a unique predictable integrable increasing process 
Hpx such that 
00 CO 
E{j'np(H)gdx^}=E{j'Hgd{n^,x^) } for all E6C3"{Z) : 
0 0 
The process {npXj.} is called the dual predictable projection 
of X. Note that npx, unlike np(x), is necessarily 
increasing. 
Proposition 1.3.4 The Doob-Meyer decomposition x=m+A for an 
integrable increasing process x has mt=Xt-npX,. and At=npx^. 
If {Nt} is a Poisson process with intensity A(t) then, 
t 
n*N^=j'X(s) ds (Proposition 1.3.4) and np(N)t=Nt. (Proposition 
0 
1.3.3) since JX{s)ds is continuous. 
0 
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1.4 Square integrable martingales and quadratic variation 
processes 
For lsps<», a process x is LP-bounded if supHx || < «. We 
tel P 
denote the vector space of L^-bounded cadlag martingales by 
We say x is a square Integrable martingale if xeJC^. 
Note that a square integrable martingale x is uniformly 
integrable, so there exists x„eL^ such that Xt=E{x„|.^t} for all 
tel. 
Define a bilinear functional on by (x, y) =E{x„y^}. 
This functional is an inner product giving M^ a Hilbert space 
structure. The subspace K^={x6K^:x is continuous and Xo=0} 
is closed in So where 'K^= is called c a a c 
the space of purely discontinuous martingales. 
To rigorously establish the structure of goes beyond 
what we will need. Intuitively though, the elements of 
are martingales of the form where A,, is an L^-bounded 
process that is constant between jump times (jump times may be 
random or fixed, but if all jump times are fixed then 
. For example, if Nt is a Poisson process with 
t 
intensity X(t) , then N^-npN^ with npN^=Jx(s) ds is in 
0 
Also, a process A^ that jumps according to a simple random 
walk at fixed time increments is in with compensator 
We will need the following result about elements in 
MJ. 
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Theorem 1.4.1 Suppose and yeK^. Then 
i) E{x^J=E{EAx3AyJ 
S 
ii) Zt=Xtyt-E AXgAy^ is in with Zo=0. 
Sit 
(For a process x, we define Ax^sxt-xt-.) 
Now if xe'K^, x^ is a class D submartingale and has a 
Doob-Meyer decomposition x^=m+A where m is a uniformly 
integrable martingale and A is a predictable integrable 
increasing process. Define the predictable quadratic 
variation of x as <x, x>t=<x>|-=At+XQ. This process will be very 
important when we discuss integration w.r.t. martingales. The 
terminology is motivated by the following observation: 
E { (Xt-X3) 21 =E { X 2-x 2 I ^3} =E { (At-A^ I ^3} =E {<x>t-<x)J } . 
We note that, for standard Brownian motion {w^}, <w>t=t since 
w^-t is a martingale. 
Using Theorem 1.4.1 we also have for 
X2-((X\+EAX2) =2x°x^+(xp2_^jjC^^+(jj^)2-EAx2 
S£t Sit 
is in , where x=x''+x'' is the decomposition of x into its 
continuous and purely discontinuous parts. So [x,x]t=[x]t= 
<x'')t+EAx^ is another integrable increasing (not necessarily 
Sit 
predictable) process that can be subtracted from x^ to get a 
martingale. We call [x] the optional quadratic variation of 
x. For standard Brownian motion {Wt}, of course, [w]t=(w)t=t. 
For the standard Poisson martingale Nt-t=nt, [n]t=Nt. Note 
2 4  
that since [x]-<x) is a martingale and [x] is increasing, 
<x)=np[x] . So, for the standard Poisson martingale Nt-t=nt, 
the predictable quadratic variation (n>t=t is the same as for 
standard Brownian motion. 
We can now define the predictable quadratic covariation 
and the optional quadratic covariation of two processes 
x,yelK^ by 
[x,y]=-|([x+y]-[x]-[y]) . 
We have the following properties for quadratic covariations. 
Lemma 1.4.2 If x,y6M^, then 
i) (x,y) is the unique predictable integrable 
variation process with <x,y>o=Xoyo such that xy-
(x,y)6iH:^ 
ii) [x,y] is an integrable variation process with 
[x,y]o=Xoyo such that xy-[x,y]6!K^ 
iii) [x, y] t=<x'=, y°)t+E AXgAy^ for all tel 
Sit 
iv) (x,y)t20 implies xj.y in the Hilbert space IK ^ . 
Finally, we define quadratic covariation processes for 
semimartingales. We note that a square integrable 
semimartingale x can be uniquely decomposed as x=m'^+m''+A where 
m'^elK^, and A is a predictable integrable variation 
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process. So define x''=iti'= and the optional quadratic 
covariation of two such semimartingales as 
[x,y]t=<x%y°>t+EAx^Ay^. 
Sit 
Then, define the predictable quadratic covariation as 
(x,y)t=n;[x,y]^. 
2. Martingale Calculus and Related Results 
Now we are prepared to define integration w.r.t. a square 
integrable martingale and state the important differentiation 
rule for semimartingales. We also state representation and 
change of measure results for Wiener processes and conditional 
Poisson processes. It is these results that allow us to 
derive the filtering equations for the observation processes 
defined in the next chapter. 
Proofs of the results stated in this section can be found 
in references [1], [2], and [3]. Again, we work on a given 
probability space (Q,.^, P) with a complete right continuous 
filtration -
2.1 Integration w.r.t. a martingale 
In discrete time, integration of a process h w.r.t. a 
martingale x is defined 
k 
(h-x)k=hoXo+Ehi(Xi-Xi_i) . 
1 
Note that if h,, is measurable (h is predictable) , then 
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E {A (H-X) K-I I ^ K-I} =E {HK (XK-XK-I I }=0 . 
So the transform h-h-x maps predictable processes to 
martingales. We would like to retain this property when we 
define stochastic integrals in continuous time because it is a 
useful property in many applications. Symbolically, this 
means we need 
E{d(h-x)tl^t-}=E{htdXtl^t-}=0-
So, again we will require that h be predictable. In fact, let 
xeM^ and h be a bounded simpJe predictable process (for a 
deterministic partition 0=to<ti< - <tn<tn+i=<», h satisfies ht=hj. 
t ^ 
for te (ti, ti+i]) . Then (h-x) t=j'hgdXg defined 
0 
n 
(h'X) t-hoXo+) 
flO 
is in and E{ (h-x)^}=E{ j'h|d(x>g}. Now let (x) denote the 
0 
space of predictable processes for which 
CO 
||h||2=E{ Jh|d<X>^ }<«. . 
0 
Then we have the following: 
Theorem 2.1.1 The map h-'h-x defined above that takes bounded 
simple predictable processes to martingales in extends 
uniquely to a linear isometry, h->h-x, taking (x) into . 
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Lemma 2.1.2 For hest^ (x) the process A(h'x)t and htAx^ are 
indistinguishable. In particular, h-x is continuous when x is 
continuous. 
We can also characterize h*x as follows: 
Theorem 2.1.3 Let xelK ^  and heSE2 (x) . 
(i) The stochastic integral h*x is the unique 
eo 
element of M ^ such that E { (h-x) _y„}=E {y)^ } 
0 
for every yeK^ 
t 
(ii) Denoting the Stieltjes integral j'hgd{x,y)g as 
0 
h-(x,y>t, h-x is the unique element of such 
that (h-x, y)=h-(x, y) for all yeW^. 
Finally, we state an extension of Ito's formula and the 
product rule which we will use repeatedly in the next chapter. 
Theorem 2.1.4 Suppose x is an M"-valued process each of whose 
components x(i) is a semimartingale. If (t):K"-M is twice 
continuously differentiable, then 
(t)(Xt) = 0(Xo)+52 f-^ct)(x3.)dx3(i) 
1 J 9x 0 ^ 
+ f—<t)(x,_)d(x=(i) ,x=(j)>3 
2 1 1 J d x . d x .  0 ^ 3  
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Sit 
4) (X ) -<^ (x ) -£.^4) (x ) Ax (i) ® ° 1 9x, ® ® 
Corollary 2.1.5 If x an y are semimartingales, then 
d(xy)t=xt.dyt+yt-dxt+d[x,y]t . 
2.2 Integral representations and change of measure 
We will repeatedly make use of the following two results 
that state that a martingale measurable w.r.t. the a-algebra 
generated by a SBM or CPP can be represented as a stochastic 
integral w.r.t. the SBM or CPP. First, we need a couple of 
definitions. 
Definition 2.2.1 The r-dimensional process {Wt} = {Wt (1), .. . 
,Wt(r)} where each component is a SBM and w(i), w(j) are 
independent for all is'j is called r-dimensional standard 
Brownian motion (SBM) . 
Definition 2.2.2 The r-dimensional process {Nt} = {Nt (1), ..., 
Nt(r)} where the components are CPP's with intensities 
{Xt(l),..., At(r)} depending on the .^o~nie3Surable process {x^} 
and N(i),N(j) are conditionally (conditioned on 
independent for all i^'j is called an r-dimensional conditional 
Poisson process (CPP). 
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Theorem 2.2.3 Suppose {Wt} is an r-dimensional SBM and 
c:^t=a{w3:s5t}. If {mt} is a square integrable {c^t}~niaJ^tingale, 
then there exist c^t~P^edictable processes k (1), . . ., k (r) with 
EO 
E{ |k2(i)ds }<«> for all i=l,...,r such that 
0 
r ^  
mt=mo+E/*kg (i) dWg (i) a.s. 
Theorem 2.2.4 Suppose c^t=cr{Ng:s^t} where {N^} is an r-
dimensional CPP with {c^t}~^6asurable intensity vector 
(At (1), . ..,Xt (r)). If {mt} is a right continuous square 
integrable {c^t}~nia^tingale, then there exist c^-predictable 
CO 
processes k(l),...,k(r) with E{ j'k|{i)Xg(i) ds }<<» for all 
0 
i=l,...,r such that 
Just as important as the above theorems are the following 
results which describe how standard Brownian or Poisson 
processes behave under a Girsanov type change of measure. 
Theorem 2.2.5 Suppose {yt} is an r-dimensional SBM under P on 
T 
[0,T] and h:Qx [0, T]is a measurable process with 
O 
a.s. Define 
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Rt= exp /h'sdy^-ijlhJ^ds 
where * is the transpose operation. If E{Rt}=1 and Q is the 
/Ho 
probability measure on ^  defined by —=R , then {R^} is an 
{^t}-martingale under Q and Wt=yt- /h,ds is an r-dimensional 
0 
SBM under Q on [0,T]. 
Theorem 2.2.6 Suppose {Nt-} is an r-dimensional Poisson 
process with intensity vector e=(l,...,l) under P on [0,T] and 
A:Qx [0, T]is a positive ^o~nieasurable process with 
T 
j'X^(i) ds<<>° a.s. for each i=l,...,r. Define 
Rt= exp j* (InXg) *dNg+Je * (e-X^) ds 
where * is again the transpose operation. If E{Rt}=1 and Q is 
again the probability measure on .9' defined by —=R_, then 
dP ^ 
{Rt} is an {.^t}~i^a^tingale under Q and for each i=l, . . ., r 
nt=Nt(i)-|X^(i)ds 
0 
is an {^t}~n^s^tingale under Q on [0,T]. 
Finally, we will need the following result due to 
Doleans-Dade. 
Theorem 2.2.7 (Doleans-Dade) Suppose {mt} is a semimartingale 
with mo=0. Then there exists a unique semimartingale {Rt} 
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t 
such that Rt=l+j'Rg.ditig. Furthermore, Rt is given as 
Rt= exp 
0£S£t 
where the infinite product is absolutely convergent a.s. 
Our interest in this result is related to the previous two 
theorems. 
t 
i) Take mt= and we get that Rt in Theorem 
° A 
2.2.5 satisfies Rt=l+| R^.h Idy^ . 
t 
ii) Take mt= J(X^-e) * (dN^-eds ) and we get that Rt in 
0 
Theorem 2.2.6 satisfies 
t 
Rt=l+|R^_(X^-e)*(dN^-eds) . 
0 
3. Markov Processes and Convergence 
In this section we examine the processes of interest in 
Chapter IV, Markov processes. First, we review the main 
definitions and look at examples. Then, we summarize the 
semigroup theory of Markov processes leading to the 
representation of a Markov process as a semimartingale. We 
need this result in Chapter III. Since we are concerned with 
convergence properties of Markov processes in Chapter IV, in 
the last subsection we review weak convergence theory and 
state the main results used in Chapter IV. 
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The sources used for the material in this section are [8] 
and [9]. As usual, we work on a probability space (Q,^,P) 
with a complete right continuous filtration • Also, S 
will denote a complete separable metric space and B(S) will 
denote the Banach space of bounded measurable real-valued 
functions on S. Finally, unless otherwise stated, we assume 
that all processes are cadlag processes adapted to {^f,}. 
3.1 Definitions and examples 
A function p(t,x,A) defined on IxSx(^(S) is a (time-
homogeneous) transition function if 
i) for each (t,x)6lxS, p (t,x, •) e/^(S) (the space 
of probability measures on S) 
ii) for each xeS, p(0,x,-)=5x (unit mass at x) 
iii) for each Ae(^{S) , p (*, •, A) eB (IxS) 
iv) Chapman-Kolmogorov property: for s,t^O, xeS, 
AediS) we have p (t+s,x,A) = j'p (s, y,A)p (t,x, dy) . 
s 
(In the above, the time index set I can be either [0,<») or 
{0,1,2,...}.) Suppose {Xt} is an S-valued process on I. Then 
X is a (time-homogeneous) Markov process with transition 
function p if 
P(Xt+3eA|5f"t)=p(s,Xt,A) 
for all s,t^O andAe6S(S), or equivalently, if 
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E{(t)(Xt+3) l'5^}=j'0(y)p(s,Xt,dy) 
s 
for all s,tsO and 06B(S). 
Intuitively, the Markov property says that the state of 
the process at time t+s depends only on its state at time t 
and not on the entire history of the process up to time t. 
Time-homogeneity means that the expected change in the process 
over a given time interval depends only on the length of the 
interval. Unless otherwise stated, when we talk about a 
Markov process we will mean a time homogeneous Markov process. 
It should also be noted that since S is complete and 
separable, there exists a Markov process x whose finite-
dimensional distributions are uniquely determined by a given 
transition function and initial distribution (see [8]). 
A process x is strong Markov if for every {^t}-stopping 
time K*" a.s. 
P(x^+teA|^J=p(t,x,,A) 
for all t^O and Ae(^(S), or equivalently, if 
E {(]) (x,+t) I = Jcl) (y) p (t, x,, dy) 
s 
for all t;:0 and 4)eB(S) . Also, a Markov process is said to be 
Feller if for each t^O and each bounded continuous function 
on S, Ex{<l)(Xt)} is a continuous function in x on S. Cadlag 
Feller processes have the strong Markov property. So, 
verification of the Feller property is a good way to verify 
that a Markov process is strong Markov. 
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The first example of interest to us is when both the time 
interval I and the state space S are discrete. In this case 
we say a Makov process is a Markov chain, and the transition 
matrix ]J is the matrix (possibly infinite dimensional) with 
entries n(x,y)=p(1,x,y) for x,y6S. Note that for a Markov 
chain {x,,} with transition matrix H initial distribution 
vector Po, we can compute the distribution vector p^ and the 
expectation E{(j){Xn)} (({)eB(S)) for the process at time n by 
Pn= (11") *Po and £{(}) (xj }= pon"<t> • 
(We use the same notation whether we think of (]) as a function 
on S or a vector with entries <l)(x), xeS.) 
Next, we consider the case where I=[0,<») but S is still 
discrete. Now, we call the Markov process a discrete state 
Markov process and the transition matrix JJ(^) each tel is 
the matrix with entries n(t)(x,y)=p(t,x,y) for x,ye S. Again, 
for a given initial distribution vector pg, we can compute the 
distribution vector Pt and the expectation E{<|)(Xt)} {(pe B(S)) 
for the process at time t by 
Pt=n*(t)Po and E{(t)(Xt)}= pon(t)<j> • 
Finally, when I=[0,«') and S=M"', the most common Markov 
processes are diffusion processes. We define diffusions as 
solutions to stochastic differential equations. Suppose {Wt} 
is m-dimensional SBM. Also, assume f:M'"-K'" and are 
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vector and matrix valued functions respectively that are 
Lipschitz continuous, i.e., there exists a positive constant L 
such that 
|f(x)-f(y)|s L|x-y| and ||a(x)-a(y) ||5 L|x-y| 
for all x,yeM'" (say, ||A||= sup I Ax | is the matrix norm). Then 
X 
the stochastic differential equation 
t t 
Xt=Xo+Jf (Xg) ds + Jo (x^) dWg 
0 0 
has a unique (up to indistinguishability) continuous {^t}~ 
measurable solution on I for each x^e M"". The solution of the 
above SDE is called a diffusion with drift f(x) and diffusion 
matrix a (x) =a(x) a'(x) . It turns out that a diffusion process 
is a Markov process (actually a strong Markov process). 
3.2 Semigroup theory 
Suppose {Xt} is an S-valued Markov process. For each 
tel, define the linear operator T,.:B (S)-•B (S) for (1)6 B(S) by 
(Tttj)) (x) =Ex{(l) (Xt) } for all xeS. 
First, we should check that the map <l)-'Tt(l) takes bounded 
functions to bounded functions. In fact, Tt is a contraction 
operator for tel, i.e., I (Tt(|>) (x) UJIcfL for all xeS. This 
property is easily verified via Jensen's inequality. Next, 
the Markov property can be used to show that the family of 
operators {Ttitel} is a semigroup, i.e., Tg+t=T3oT(. for all 
s,t6l. Note that if {Xt} is a Feller process, then the 
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operators in {T^} also map bounded continuous functions to 
bounded continuous functions. The family {Tt} is called the 
semigroup of conditioned shifts corresponding to /xj. 
Now, we assume I=[0,<») . We can define the infinitesimal 
generator A of {T^} or {x^} as the linear operator satisfying 
{T.(l)) (x) -(j) (x) 
(Act)) (x)=lim — for all ^eD^. 
tsO t 
Here Dft={(])6B (S) : the limit above converges uniformly in x}. 
For example, when {x^} is a discrete state Markov process with 
a differentiable transition matrix n(t)/ then the generator is 
the matrix 
cin(t) 
dt 
with Dft=B(S) 
t=o 
Also, when {x^} is a diffusion with drift f(x) and diffusion 
matrix a(x), then the generator is the differential operator 
a 
ffi ^ 2i=ij=i dx^dx.^ 
where D;^ contains (S) ={(t)6B (E"") : $ is twice continuously 
differentiable with compact support}. 
The semigroup {Tt} corresponding to a Markov process {x^} 
has the following properties: 
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Theorem 3.2.1 If (1)60;^, then 
i) Tt06Dft for all tsO 
ii) A and Tt commute for all t^O 
iii) (Kolmogorov's backward equation) 
AIT^TJ)) (X) 
0t 
• =A(T^(t>) (x) for all xeS. 
Using this theorem we can derive: 
Proposition 3.2.2 (Dynkin's formula) If and A(t)(Xt) is 
right continuous, then 
t 
E,{0(Xt) }=(l)(x)+EJ^(Afj)) (x^)ds } .  
0 
Now, using Dynkin's formula we get a fundamental result we 
will need in the next chapter. 
Theorem 3.2.3 Under the conditions of Proposition 3.2.2, 
t 
<{) (Xt)-4) (Xq) -  J (A<t>) (Xg) ds =mt is an -martingale. 
0 
3.3 Weak convergence 
Let Cb(S) denote the space of real-valued bounded 
continuous functions on S. Also, let /^(S) denote the family 
of Borel probability measures on S. For a sequence 
P{S), we say {p^} converges weakly to jae/^(S) (denoted yn"'P) 
limf(t)du^=r<l)du V^eCjS). 
"•*" s s 
If the sequence {vi^} and ]i are measures induced by S-valued 
random variables {x^} and x, then we say {x^,} converges in 
distribution to x (denoted Xn-»x) if We have that 
(or x„-*x) iff {la^} converges to ]i inPiS), where/^(S) is 
topologized with the Prohorov metric p: 
p (]a, V )  =inf {s>0:vi (F) (F®)+e V closed Fc S}. 
(F'^={xeS: inf d(x, y) <e} where d is the metric on S.) 
yeF 
Now, we would like to discuss the standard technique for 
showing that a sequence {x^} converges in distribution to x. 
First, if S is complete and separable, then the Prohorov space 
P{S) is complete and separable , so that a precompact sequence 
P(S) has a convergent subsequence. Next, we have that a 
sequence {janlc/^(S) is precompact iff {Pn) is tight, i.e., for 
each e>0 there exists a compact set Ke<= S such that 
inf ii^(Kg)^l-e. So, to show that x^-^x, we show that the 
sequence of induced measures {la^} is tight and then show that 
X =»x for each convergent subsequence {x }. 
Often in filtering S is the space De(I). If E is a 
complete separable metric space, then De(I) is the complete 
separable metric space of all E-valued right continuous 
functions on I with left limits topologized with the Skorohod 
metric. The Skorohod metric is described in [8], but we will 
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not need to explicitly work with this metric. Likewise, 
several criteria for tightness of sequences of measures on 
De(I) are given in [8] which we do not explicitly use. 
However, we do need the following two results from [8]. 
Theorem 3.3.1 Suppose {Xt} is an M^-valued diffusion with 
drift f(x) and diffusion matrix a(x) for t6l=[0,T]. Also, 
suppose {x"} and {B"} are sequences of Dj^m(I) -valued random 
variables, and {A"} is a sequence of mxm nonnegative definite 
matrices of processes A"(i,j) taking values in Djj(I) . Let 
(Xg,Bg,a":s^t) and assume the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
i) The components of M"=X'^-B'^ are {^"}-
martingales. 
ii) The components of M'^(M")''-A" are {^"}-
martingales. 
iii) lim sup = 0. 
N->00 
s] |x"-x"_ 
tsT 
s] sup 
I tsT 
iv) lim Ei |B^-B^_n = 0 . 
N-OO 
v) lim E| sup |A" (1, j )-A" (1, j ) |^[ = 0 for i,j=l,...,m. 
N-oo tsT J 
vi) sup 
tsT 
B^(i)-j'f,(x^)ds 
0 
i=l,...m. 
0 in probability for each 
vii) sup 
tsT 
eac 
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A"(i/j)-j'a^^(x^)ds 
t i  i , j = l ,  
0 in probability for 
.iti. 
Then Xn-»x provided the distributions of the sequence {x"} 
converge weakly to the distribution of Xq. 
Theorem 3.3.2 (Skorohod Representation) Suppose the sequence 
{Xn} of S-valued random variables converges in distribution to 
the S-valued random variable x and these random variables 
induce the measures {vin},vi on S. Then there exist S-valued 
random variables {yn}/y defined on a single probability space 
such that {ynl^y induce the above measures on S and 
lim y_-»y a.s. 
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CHAPTER III - EQUATIONS OF NONLINEAR FILTERING 
The equations of nonlinear filtering developed here fall 
into three catagories. First, we derive the Kushner-
Stratonovich equation for the conditional expectation of a 
signal process given the information of an observed process. 
The innovations approach pioneered by Fujisaki, Kallianpur, 
and Kunita [7] is used in this first section. Then, we use 
the reference probability approach to derive the Zakai 
equation for the unnormalized conditional expectation. 
Finally, we derive equations for the unnormalized conditional 
densities of Markov signal processes. As we will see, these 
last equations are the most useful for computational purposes. 
1. Innovations Approach 
Suppose we are given a partially observed system 
consisting of a signal process an observation process 
{yt} defined on a probability space (Q, P) and adapted to a 
complete right continuous filtration {^t'O^tsT}. We wish to 
develop a recursive algorithm for computing the optimal least 
squares estimate of given the observations in the a-algebra 
Yt=a{y3: Oisst}, i.e., we want to compute E{^tlYt} via a 
recursive equation. The equation derived is a generalization 
of the Kushner-Stratonovich equation which was first developed 
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for a Markov signal process observed in additive white noise. 
We combine methods used by Elliott [4] and Wong [5] to develop 
the equation when the signal and observation process are more 
general semimartingales. 
Specifically, unless otherwise stated, we assume that the 
signal process is ^ real-valued semimartingale of the 
form: 
t 
^t=^0+ffgds+mt 
0 T 
where f is an "adapted process with E{ j f Ids }<<» and {mj} is 
0 
a square integrable cadlag {.5^^}"Martingale on [0,T]. Note 
that there is no loss of generality in assuming that the 
signal process is one-dimensional since we would simply derive 
an equation for the conditional expectation of each individual 
component of a multi-dimensional signal. 
Also, we assume that the observation process {yt} is an 
t 
E^-valued semimartingale of the form yt=j'gsds+nt where 
0 
i) gt=h(^t) n^=v}^ is r-dimensional SBM, 
or ii) yt=Nt. is an r-dimensional CPP with intensity 
t 
vector i.e., gt=X(^t) and nt=Nt-j'Xgds 
0 
(where ) . 
In either case we want g to be an -adapted process with 
T 
E{/|gJ=ds }<«>. Also, if yt=Nt we want each component of At to 
0 
be positive and bounded away from zero so that each component 
of nt is a square integrable {.5^t}"n^artingale on [0,T]. 
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Finally, we make the usual assumption that each component of 
n^ is independent of mf 
1.1 Innovations process 
For an arbitrary cadlag process 0 we define the optional 
projection 
and the predictable projection 
<})P=E{(l)tlYt.}. 
So, if 0 is bounded or a positive process, then by the 
Projection Theorem ({)°=no(0) and <t)P=np(())) , 
The innovations approach to filtering involves expressing 
as a {Yt}-semimartingale with martingale part a stochastic 
integral w.r.t. the innovations process defined below. 
t 
Lemma 1.1.1 The innovations process nt=yt-j'gPds is a {¥^1-
0 
martingale. 
Proof Obviously, is Yt-measurable for each te[0,T] and 
the integrability of follows from the assumptions made on 
the observations y^. Also, for t>s 
t 
E{nt-n3|Y3} = E {nt-n3 | Y^l+E { fg^-g^du I Y^} 
s t 
= E{E{nt-n3l^3} |YJ+E{|g^-g°du lY^} 
= 0+]'E(E{g^-g°|Y^}|Y^}du= 0. 
S 
Note that in the second equality we used the fact that 
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t t 
/g;<iu=/3> a.s. This result is proved in [4] Lemma 1.1, but 
3 3 
since g^=g°/ except at possibly countably many values of u 
for each path, the result seems reasonable. • 
The following lemma shows that is a {Yt}-semimartingale. 
t 
Lemma 1.1.2 fnt= °ds is a {Yt}-martingale. 
0 
Proof Same as Lemma 1.1.1. • 
Next we want to show that there exists a {Y^}-predictable 
t 
1''-valued process {kt} with For case (ii) where y 
0 
is a CPP the representation follows immediately from Theorem 
II.2.2.4. For case (i) where the signal is observed in 
additive white noise a little more work is required. In this 
case it is easy to show that the innovations process n is SBM 
w.r.t. {Yt} and, clearly, afn^rs^tlc Yt. So if the 
"innovations conjecture" that YtC aln^rs^t} is true, then we 
can use Theorem 11.2.2.3 to obtain the desired representation 
for mf When r=l the innovations conjecture is proved in [6], 
but even without assuming the validity of the innovations 
conjecture the representation result still follows as proved 
in [7]. 
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1.2 Gain computation 
For our recursive filtering equation we only have left to 
describe the gain, the {k^} process. This is accomplished 
using the product rule, Corollary II.2.1.5. We have 
t t 
(1) ^tVt = /^s-dys + 
0 0 
0 0 
t t 
(2) ^?yt = + [m,n]t 
0 0 
t t t 
= f^i-dy^ + fy^_d^°s + |(d[n]^kj 
0 0 0 
where [m,n]t is the vector with components [m,n(i)]t and 
d[n]g is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries d[n(i)]g. 
Next, note that for an arbitrary process {z^}, 
E|dZj.|y^_}=E|dz?|Y^_j-, so that 
E{D(^2Y,) |Y,.} =E{D(^,Y,)°|Y,_} =E{D(?,Y^) |Y,.} 
and 
=y,.E(d5;|Yj.} =yt.E(d5jYj_} 
Thus, taking the predictable projections of equations (1) and 
(2) , we get 
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or 
5?-E{dyJv4+E|i[n]JY,.}k^=E{|^_dyjY4 
^?-gtdt+Ytktdt= (^^_g^)Pdt 
E 
where Yt is the diagonal matrix defined by 
dt 
In case (i) Vt is the rxr identity matrix. In case (ii) Yt is 
the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries given by the 
predictable intensity vector I'he gain is substituted 
in the integral representing the {Y^.}-martingale and Lemma 
1.1.2 gives us the following result. 
Theorem 1.1.3 (Kushner-Stratonovich equation) 
t t 
V"i(dy-g|ds) 
Finally, in Chapter IV we will assume that the signal 
where {Xt} is an S-valued time homogeneous Markov 
process with generator A and 0^0^. Then Theorem 1.1.3 and 
Theorem II.3.2.3 give us: 
Theorem 1.1.4 
t t 
Ho ((l ) t )  =no ( ( p o ) + f  Hq  (A(J))  ^ ds + J [NP -N^ HP(g^) ]V"s (dy^-HP (g^) ds) 
2. Reference Probability Approach 
The above equations can be simplified if, instead of 
working with the conditional expectation w.r.t. the 
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probability measure P, we work with an appropriate conditional 
expectation w.r.t. a reference probability measure Q. In this 
section we derive the "unnormalized" conditional expectation 
equations corresponding to the ordinary conditional 
expectation equations in Section 1. 
The notation and assumptions are the same as in the 
previous section with the following exceptions. First, we 
assume that {gt} is a bounded process. This assumption 
ensures that E{Rt}=1 in the Girsanov theorems (Theorem 
II.2.2.5 and Theorem II.2.2.6). Second, we assume the 
existence of a reference measure Q such that 
i) when y is as in case (i) then {y^} is SBM under Q 
ii) when y as in case (ii) then {yt} is a standard Poisson 
process under Q. 
2.1 Kallianpur-Striebel formula 
Assiiming the existence of the reference probability 
measure Q described above, we can use Theorems II.2.2.5 and 
dP II. 2.2.6 to define the measure P on ^  with =R„ such that 
t dQ ^ 
yt=Jggds+nt where {nt} is either r-dimensional SBM under P or 
O 
an r-dimensional conditional Poisson martingale under P. So, 
under P, {yt} is the observation process described in Section 
1 while, under Q, {yt} is a standard process (Brownian or 
Poisson). The following result shows we can formulate the 
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filtering problem under Q as well as under P. 
Theorem 2.1.1 (Kallianpur-Striebel^ For any random 
variable (j) 
^_E«{(DRjY,}_a;{cD) 
E®{RJY^} Ojl) 
Proof Assume AeYf Then 
{(t> IY ^ = E«{x^R^E^ {01Y ^}} = Eefx^E® { Rfc I ^  t > E"" { IY t  > }  '  
and 
E^{X^(1)} = EQ{xARt^} = E®{XAE® {R,(}) IY ^ . 
Since E^|x^E^{<t>|Y,.}| = E^|XA4>} AeY,. is arbitrary, the result 
follows. 
The process (^,.) =E®|^,.R,.|Y^| is called the unnormalized 
conditional expectation (UCE) and the Kallianpur-Striebel 
formula shows us how to compute the ordinary conditional 
expectation from the UCE. 
Our goal then is to derive recursive equations for 
computing the UCE, but first we note two facts we will need 
t 
Let z^=y^ -/Sds where for y as in case (i) 5 is the r-
0 
dimensional zero vector and for y as in case (ii) 5 is the 
dimensional vector with each component equal to one. Then 
from Theorem II.2.2.7, 
t 
(3) Rt=H-j'R^.(g3-5)'dz^. 
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Also, denoting R^=E®{R^|Y^} , Theorems II.2.2.3 and II.2.2.4 
guarantee the existence of a {Y^}-predictable vector process 
{k,.} such that 
(4) R^=i+/t;dz,. 
0 
2.2 Zakai equation 
First, we compute the vector process {k^} in equation 
(4). The method is similar to the gain computation in Section 
1. Using equations (3) and (4), 
t t t 
(5) + /V(^t2]^(g^-5)) 
0 0 0 
and 
t t t 
(6) jR^.dy^ + fy,.dR^ + |(d[z]^k^) 
0 0 0 
where d[z]g is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
d[z(i)]g. Taking the predictable projections of equations (5) 
and (6) w.r.t. Q and simplifying, we get 
R,_E«{dyjY,_} + E«{d[z]^kjY4 
= E«|R,.dyjY4 + E«|R,.d[z],(g,-5)lY4. 
or 
E«{d[z]^kjY^.} = E«{R^_d[z]^(g^-5) |Y^_}. 
So, kt=E®|R^._ (g^-5) |Y^_|, but by Theorem 2.1.1 
kt=E®^^.(g,-5) |Y,_}=R^.E^{g^-5|Y^.}=R^.(gP-5) . 
Thus, 
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(7) Rj-l+]R,.(gJ-6)-dz^. 
0 
Now we can use equation (7) and Theorem 1.1.3 to derive 
the Zakai equation for the UCE. 
Theorem 2.2.1 (Zakai) 
t  t  
Ot(Et) =ao(5„)+|o,(f,)ds+/[o,.(C,_g,)-6o,_(5^J]*(dy,-5ds) 
m2£ii R,5;-5;+/R,.d5;+/5;.dR.+/R,.(g|-5)-d[y].Y-i[(5,.g.)''-5S-g 
0 0 
t  
= + /R^.[( °-gs]V"s (dy^-g|ds ) 
+ J^sJs-(g|-5)*(dyg-5ds) 
+ /Rs-(gs-5) *d[y]^Y"s 
where again d[y]g is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
d[y(i)]g. After some lengthy computations the above equation 
simplifies to: 
(8) R^^°=^° + jR^.f°ds+|Rj(^^.g^)^-5^t]*{dy^-5ds) . 
Finally, we note that ^°=aQ(^Q) and use the Kallianpur-
Striebel formula on and the two integrals in equation (8) 
to finish the proof. • 
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As in Section 1, we restate Theorem 2.2.1 for the case 
where the signal with {Xt} an S-valued time 
homogeneous Markov process with generator A and (l)eD;\. 
Theorem 2.2.2 
t t 
Ot ((1)^) =ao (<}>o)+/a^ (A(l)) ^ds+/[a^_ -5a^. ((|>^_) ]* (dy^-5ds) . 
0 0 
3. Conditional Densities for Markov Signals 
Although we have derived filtering equations for general 
semimartingale signals, the most common situation occurs when 
the signal is a Markov process. Then, Theorems 1.1.4 and 
2.2.2 provide recursive equations for computing normalized and 
unnormalized conditional expectations. Unfortunately, these 
equations are usually infinite dimensional. There are two 
notable exceptions, however. When the partially observed 
system is linear. Theorem 1.1.4 can be used to derive the 
finite dimensional Kalman-Bucy filter (see [11] p. 68). Also, 
when the Markov signal has a finite dimensional state space. 
Theorem 2.2.2 can be used to derive a finite dimensional 
stochastic differential equation (SDE) for computing the 
unnormalized conditional density (UCD). Equations for 
computing the UCD are the focus of this section. First, we 
derive the finite dimensional SDE described above. Then, we 
discuss some of the computational aspects of this equation. 
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Last, we describe conditions under which equations for 
computing the UCD of a diffusion process can be developed. 
Throughout this section we use the notation of Section II.3 
and assume that the signal is an S-valued (time 
homogeneous) Markov process with generator A. 
3.1 Finite state signal 
Assiame S = {Xj^, . .., x^} . Initially we suppose the signal is 
unobservable and denote P(xj.=x) as P|.(x) for all xeS . Then we 
have the following. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Kolmoaorov's forward equation) The 
distribution vector p^. satisfies the inital value problem 
dp 
=A*p^ with initial value p.. dt ^ ° 
(As usual A* is the adjoint matrix of A.) 
Proof Recall that for <j)6B(S), T^(t>=]][(t) <() where T^. is the 
semigroup operator and n(t) is the transition matrix 
corresponding to {x^}. So, Kolmogorov's backward equation 
(Theorem II.3.2.1) can be written n'(t) (t)=An(t) (j) for all 
(t)6B(S) . Therefore, 
Since 4) is arbitrary, we have p^=A*Pj.. • 
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Now, suppose we partially observe {x^} through {y^} and 
denote (x) =E^| x (x^=x) |Y,.| for all xsS . Also, define the 
unnormalized conditional density (distribution): 
q^(x) =E®|x(Xt=x)RjY^} 
where Q and {R^.} are as in the previous section. 
Theorem 3.1.2 The UCD vector q^. satisfies the stochastic 
differential equation 
dq =A*q cit + E(G -D)q (dy (i)-5(i)dt) 
i=l 
where qo=Po/ Gi=diag (x^) , . . ., (x^) ) , and D is the NxN zero 
matrix when 6 is the zero vector or the NxN identity matrix 
when 5 is a vector of ones. 
Proof Since a^. (<j)^.) =<|)*q^., we simply change notation in 
Theorem 2.2.2 to get 
d («t>*qt> =0*A*q dt + E ($*G,q^_-(l)* (D) q,._) (dy^ (i)-5 (i) dt) 
i=l 
where we use the fact that ((|),._g,.) =aj._(^^. g^. ) . Since (j)eB(S) 
is arbitrary, the result follows. • 
Of course, the normalized conditional density can be 
computed once q^. is known. Specifically, 
Pt(x)= 
qt(x) 
Eq^(x) 
xeS 
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3.2 Computational considerations 
When yt=N^ is a conditional Poisson process with 
intensity g (x^.) =X(x,.) , the equation in Theorem 3.1.2 becomes 
(G^-I) q^Jdy^d) -ds) 
A rt i-1 
Let Tq=0 and T^,=inf {Ay^ (i) =1 for some i = l,...,r}. Since 
the components of y have no common jumps a.s., the above SDE 
can be evaluated as follows. 
i) If T^is a jump time corresponding to y(i), 
then Aq^^= or . 
ii) If T.<t<T. then q satisfies the initial 
dqt 
value problem 
dt 
value q^ . 
A*-E (G -I) 
\ i=i q^ with initial 
When yj.=Jh (Xg)+Wj. where Wj, is SBM, the equation in Theorem 
0 
3.1.2 becomes 
t 
^ G.q^.dy 3 {i) 
«i=l 
Evaluating this SDE is problematical in that y^. is only a 
mathematical model for the actual integrable variation 
observation y^. So, we must be able to choose a version of 
n (y) =E{(|) (x^) |Yj.} with "nice" properties. Specifically, we 
want n:C r^[0,t]-'R to be continuous where Cgr[0,t] is the space 
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of continuous R^-valued functions endowed with the sup norm. 
Clark in [18] discusses this robustness property in detail and 
derives an algorithm for computing a robust version of 
(x) =E^{X algorithm involves solving an 
equation that is a deterministic linear differential equation 
for each observation path. 
We will heuristically develop this algorithm. The 
complete proof is in [18]. Suppose {is a Markov chain 
T 
with transition matrix where A=— and IKt) is the 
N 
transition matrix of our finite state Markov process {x^.} . 
Define 
where q"(x) is the UCD of In Subsection IV.3.1 it 
is shown that terms of {r"} , this equation 
can be rewritten as 
R =exp E (G.y (i) 
i=i 2 ^ 
G^(k)=R R (k+l)A kA 
„N _p-l TT* D 
•^k+l~^(k+l)AJ-'-N "^Ik+DA-^k or as p ~1 A * R ^(k+l)A"-N '^(k+DA-^k 
where A;=(n;;-I)-i 
robust equation: 
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This is the discrete form of Clark's 
(9) r^=R;iA%r^, 
where rj.=R^^q^. So, the conditional density satisfies 
p =  
ER^.(X,X) r^(x) 
xes 
3.3 Diffusion signal 
When the signal process is a diffusion satisfying the 
appropriate conditions, equations analogous to those above for 
computing the UCD can be obtained. A full account of these 
results is given by Pardoux in [17]. We will briefly 
summarize his work. 
Again, we begin by assuming the signal {x^} is 
unobservable and derive Kolmogorov's forward equation. Let 
{x^.} be a diffusion satisfying 
dx^.=f (x^) dt+a (x^) dVj. 
where the coefficients have the following properties (actually 
Pardoux allows the diffusion to be time variant). 
i) is Lipschitz continuous and bounded. 
aa,. 
ii) a:R"'-R'"xR"' is Lipschitz continuous, bounded, —==!• is 
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bounded for i,j=l,...,m, and 3 a>0 such that 
a (x) =a (x) a* (x) V xeR"". 
We also assume that has a density with Pq6L^(K"') , and let 
A* denote the adjoint of the generator A operating on the 
Sobolev space Then the partial differential equation 
9p. 
=A*p. with initial value p. 9s ° 
has a unique solution in L^i[0,T]D[0,T] . It can be shown 
that the solution p^. is the density of the law of x^ for the 
given initial value x^^. 
Pardoux takes a similar approach for obtaining a 
stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE) satisfied by 
the UCD of x^. Assume the above conditions on {x^} and the 
same conditions on {y^} as in Section 2. Then the SPDE 
dq^=A*q^dt+(gj.-5)*qj._{dy^-5dt) with qo=Po 
has a unique solution in the appropriate space. The space 
t 
depends on whether yt=N^ or y^.=j'g^ds+w^. (see [17]) . It can be 
0 
shown that the solution q,. is the UCD of x^.. 
Finally, we mention that under more restrictive 
conditions on x and y, Clark in [18] obtains a robust 
algorithm for computing q^. This algorithm involves solving 
a partial differential equation that is the diffusion process 
analog of equation (9) in Subsection 3.2. 
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CHAPTER IV - APPROXIMATE FILTERS FOR DIFFUSIONS 
In many filtering applications the state process is a 
diffusion, but even computing the unnormalized conditional 
density is difficult in this situation. When the state 
process is a diffusion, to find the UCD we must solve either a 
stochastic partial differential equation or a complicated 
deterministic partial differential equation as discussed in 
Section III.3. For this reason much research has been devoted 
to finding filters that in some sense approximate the optimal 
filter of a partially observed diffusion. 
In this chapter we present a general theory for 
developing filtering algorithms that give approximations to 
the optimal filter of a partially observed diffusion and that 
are computationally practical using a digital computer. The 
theory is a synthesis of the ideas of several people and these 
ideas are cited in particular examples throughout the chapter. 
To develop an algorithm we proceed in three stages. First, we 
must construct a sequence of finite state processes that will 
converge in distribution to the diffusion signal process. 
Then, we construct filters for the sequence of finite state 
processes and show that this sequence of filters will converge 
to the optimal diffusion filter in L^(P) uniformly on [0,T]. 
Finally, we derive numerical methods for computing the 
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approximate filters. 
1. Finite State Diffusion Approximations 
Now, we assume that the state process of our partially 
observed system is a diffusion 
t t 
Xt=Xo+Jf (x^) ds + Ja (Xg) dWg 
0 0 
where f:!®"-!" and are Lipschitz continuous with 
bounded components and te[0,T]. 
1.1 Markov chain approximations 
First, we define a discrete time and space grid for each 
N=l,2,... . The time grid will be {KA:K=0,1,...,N} where 
T A = —  . The space grid will be S^={X6R"':X=H^Z for some vector 
zez"} where H^=diag (h^^, ..., and hwi-^O as N-" for all 
1 i=l,...,m. For example, if i=l,...,m, then 
consists of all m-tuples with coordinates that are integer 
1 
multiples of —. 
N 
Suppose for each N, is an S^-valued Markov chain 
with transition matrix (perhaps infinite dimensional) HN with 
components njj(x,y) for all x,yeSN. Define the process {x"} by 
x"=l^"t/A] * ^ discrete state process on [0,T]. We 
wish to establish conditions on the transition matrices {HN} 
that guarantee x'^-»x. Here we think of {x"},x as D^b[0,T]-
valued random variables and apply a corollary of Theorem 
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II.3.3.1 to obtain the required conditions. 
Theorem 1.1.1 Suppose the processes {x"},x are as described 
above and that the distributions of the sequence {x"} 
converge weakly to the distribution of Xq. Then, x'^-»x when 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
1) E (y-x) (x, y) =f (x) A+r" (x) where 
sup (r^(x))=o(A) . 
2) E (y-x) (y-x)*n^(x,y) =a (x) A+r^(x) where 
sup (r" (x) ) =o (A) and a (x) =a (x) a'(x) . 
3) 3 c>0 such that V N,x E n^(x,y)=0 where 
|y-x|>oh„ 
h„-max (h^^, . . ., h^j^) . 
Proof See Corollary 4.2, p. 355 in [8]. I 
We should note that condition 3) is more restrictive than in 
the reference for the proof, but it is reasonable for 
computationally practical approximations. 
1.2 Continuous time, discrete state Markov approximations 
Notice that the approximating processes {x*^} defined 
above are not Markov. However, given a Markov chain sequence 
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{^1^} with transition matrices (Hn) satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 1.1.1, we can also construct a sequence {x*^} of 
discrete state Markov processes that will converge to x in 
distribution. 
For each N, let {AT"} be an iid sequence of transition 
times, exponentially distributed, with mean A=—, and 
N 
independent of . Define 
Then for each t6[0,T], the components of the transition matrix 
n^lt) of x'2 satisfy: 
T 
n„(t) (x,y) =P(x^=y|x2=x) = EP(N^=k) P ( ^5|=y|^^=x) 
k=0 
t 
k k! 
where nj^(x,y) is the (x,y) component Hn • 
So, t 
n (t) =f: ' 
fe k! 
t \ 
nN=e ^exp I^In =exp(A„t) 
\ " / 
where is the generator of {x"}. 
" " A 
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Theorem 1.2.1 Suppose the Markov processes {x'^},x are as 
described above and that the distributions of the sequence 
{Xq} converge weakly to the distribution of Xq. Then x^=>x • 
where denotes the conditional expectation given x^"=x^ with 
Ax"=x"^j^-x". Also, assume B"=0 and A^=0 for all t with Nt=0. 
We must check that conditions (i)-(vii) are satisfied in 
Theorem II.3.3.1. Note that (x^, B", A": s^t) = a(x":s^t). 
u S S S S 
To simplify notation we assiime Xp=XQ=0 . 
i) We show that m'^=x'^-B" is an -martingale. Obviously, 
m" is .^"-measurable for t6[0,T]. Condition (3) on 
Proof We will use Theorem II.3.3.1. Define for Nt>0 
Nt-l 
= E E (AX^) 
1=0 
1=0 
Nt-l 
= E E^(Ax^-E^(Ax^))(Ax^-E^(AX5)) 
1=0 
gives 
and 
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So, is integrable for all t6[0,T]. Also, 
= EE{ [ (X;-B;)-(X^-B^) ]x(H^-H^=k)|ir» J 
= EE 
k;=l 
N.+k-l 
x(N^-N^=k)'E (AxN-E,{Ax^))|5rN 
i=N 
N.+k-l 
= EP(N -N =k)E] E (AX"-E. (AxN))|^f 
k=l ^ ' i=N, ^  ' 
(Nt-Ng independent of and of Ax") 
00 
E E P(N -N^=k)E{Ax^-E (Ax") } 
k=l i=N. \ ' I I 
(Ng is measurable) 
= E 'E p(N^-N^=k)(E { Ax^l^^" }-E{ Ax^I^" I) 
k=l i=N. ^ /\ I J I )l 
= 0. 
Thus, m" is an -martingale. 
ii) Next we show that m^im^j^-A" is an -martingale. 
Again, measurability is obvious and integrability follows 
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from condition (3) on • First, we have 
= E E (Ax"-E^(Ax") ) E {Ax"-E (Ax'J) )* 
i=l j=l ^ ^ ^ 
- E (Ax^-E JAx^) ) E (Ax^-E^ (Ax^) 
1=1 J=i 
= E 
Nt-l N^-l 
E E (Ax^-E^(Ax^) ) (Ax^-E^ (Ax^) 
i=N, j=N, 
CO N,+k-l N,+k-l 
= E E E e{(AX^-E^(AX^) ) (Axif-E (Ax") )*|^5p{N -N =k) 
k=l i=N, j=N, ^ D 3 D J 
(as in i)) 
N.+k-l 
= E E E{(AX"-E (Ax") ) (Ax^-E^ (Ax") )*|^"}p (N -N =k) 
k=l i=N. ^ ' 
But, we also have 
!
Nt-l 
E EJ(Ax^-E^(AX5) ) (Ax^-E^(Ax^) )*]|^^ 
i-Ng 
00 Nj+iC*"l 
= E E e{eJ(Ax"-E (Ax") ) (Ax"-E (Ax") )il^"}p (N -N =k) 
k=l i=N. ^ ^ ' 
N.+k-l 
= E E E{(AX"-E. (Ax") ) (AX"-E (Ax") )*|^"}p(N -N =k) . 
k=l 1=N, '• ' 
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so, E{[m;(m;)--A;]-[m»(mJ)--A"J|^» }=0 
iii) Follows immediately from condition (3) on Hn • 
iv) Follows immediately from condition (1) on ]][« the 
boundedness of the components of f. 
v) Follows immediately from conditions (1) and (2) on Hn 
and the boundedness of the components of f and a. 
vi) Now we want to show that sup 
tsT 
B^(j)-/fj(x^)ds •0 in 
probability for each j=l,...,m. In the following proof 
we drop the component index j, so when we write B" we 
mean B" (j) and when we write f (x") we mean f^ (x") . This 
should cause no confusion since j is arbitrary but fixed 
throughout. Using condition (1) on Hn we have 
sup 
tsT 
Bl-ffWj ds ^ sup 
tsT 
Ef (x^) (A-AT^) 
1=0 
+ sup 
tsT 
+ sup 
tsT 
( E r!^(x^))-f (xU )A 
1=0 
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We show that each term on the right goes to zero in 
probability. 
a) The boundedness of f and the assumption in condition (1) 
on r" clearly imply convergence of the last term. 
b) P[ sup 
^ tsT 
f |>ej ^ II f II „ sup (AT^) >ej 
= P 
i P 
sup (AT") ® 
isN, f|l 
E (At^)2>-
i=0 
:E- N\ 2 E (AT^) 
i=0 
-N(2A2) 
2||f|l2TA 
• 
Of course, the last two steps use the Chebychev 
inequality and Wald's equality respectively. 
c) To show convergence of the first term we first show that 
I^ = E f ( x " )  ( A-AT") is an {}-martingale. Clearly is 
1=0 
-measurable and the integrability of l" follows easily 
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since f is bounded. Also, 
E] E f (X^) (A-AT^) 
i=N.+l 
N.+k 
= EEU(N,-N^=k) E f(x^) (A-At^)I^, 
k=l i=N,+l 
CO Ng+lC 
= E E E{x (N^-N^=k) (A-AT^)}E{f (x^) 1^5 
k=l i=N,+l ' 
= E E{F(xN)|^ "^} E E{X(N^-N =k) (A-AT^)I 
i=N,+l ' k=i-N, ^ ' 
= E E{f (x^ ) |^^"}[E{A-AT^}-E((A-AT^)X(NT<i)|l 
i=N,+l ^ ^ ^ 
= E E{f (x") |^"}e{a-At"}p (N ii) =0 . 
i=N.+l ^ ^ V ^ 
Now, since l" is a martingale, we can show E|(I^ ")^ | 
converges to zero to get convergence in probability for 
the first term. (We can assume Nt^I a.s., otherwise 
redefine on {Nt=0} to get a jump at time T.) We have 
(Ef (x^) (A-AtN))2 
1=0 
<» k k 
= E E EE{f (x^)f (x") (A-AT^) (A-AT")x(N^=K)} 
Ic=l j=Oi=0 
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= E EE{F (x")f (x")L E E{(A-AT") {A-AT'J)X {N =k)L 
i=0j=0 ^ 'k=max(i,j) '• ^ ' 
= E EE{f(x")f {x")lfE((A-AT^) (A-AT")1 
1=0j=0 ^ J JL I J J 
-E{(A-AT^) (A-AT;)x(N^<inax (i, j) )}] 
= EE{f 2 (x^)}E{(A-AT^)2jp(N^>i) 
5 Ifll^A^EfN^} 
= 11 FIL'AT . 
vii) The computations to show sup 
tsT 
At(i/j) (x^) ds -•0 in 
probability for each i,j=l,...,m are identical to those 
in part (vi). I 
1.3 Example 
We have seen that for a given sequence of transition 
matrices satisfying conditions (l)-(3) of Theorem 1.1.1, we 
can construct two sequences of discrete state processes that 
will converge in distribution to the diffusion x. For one of 
the sequences the processes have fixed deterministic 
transition times and for the other sequence the processes are 
Markov with random transition times. So, now we must derive 
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an appropriate sequence of transition matrices. An extensive 
exposition on how to derive transition matrices for diffusion 
approximations is given in [12]. Here we give one example of 
a procedure for deriving these transition matrices. To 
simplify notation we will assume that the diffusion x is one 
dimensional, i.e., m=l. The procedure for m>l is given in 
[12] . 
First, we note that w:Ex[0,T]-E defined 
w (x, t) =E{<1) (x^) |x,.=x} for given (t)6D^ satisfies the backward 
Kolmogorov equation 
fix(x,t) . ,, . 
—+Aw (X, t) =0, w (x,T) =<!> (x) 
ot 
0 02 02 
where A is the diffusion generator f — + . Then, we 
ax 2 ex' 
construct a finite difference approximation to the above 
parabolic pde. Use 
[u (x, t+A)-u (x, t) ] to approximate au(x,t) ^ 
A St 
— [u (x+hjj, t+A)-u (x, t+A) ] if f(x)2iO 
, \ 
— [u (x, t+A)-u (x-h^, t+A) ] if f(x)<0 
to approximate (x, t) ^ 
Sx 
— [u (x+h„, t+A)+u (x-h„, t+A)-2u (x, t+A) ] to approximate ^ 
Sx^ 
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If w'^(x,t) is a solution to the resulting finite difference 
equation, then 
f "(x) 
w " (x+hjj, t+A) -w " (x, t+A) f'(X) w " (x, t+A) -w " (x-h^, t+A) 
+ 
a^{x) 
2h: 
w (x+hj^, t+A) +w " {x-h„, t+A) -2w " (x, t+A) N' 
-i[w "(X, t) -w "(x, t+A)] 
or 
( 1 )  
w"(x,t) = w"(x,t+A) 
+ w^(x+h^,t+A) 
+ w " (x-hjj, t+A) 
f'(x)A , a^(x)A 
2h2 
f "(x)A (x)A 
2h^ 
N 
where w (x, T) =<}) (x) . Take to be the S^^-valued Markov 
chain with transition matrix ]][« having components 
n„(x,x) = 1-|f(x)|A O2{X)A 
n„(x,x+h^) fMx)A a2{x)A 
2h ^ 
"N 
(x,x-h^) f (x) A^ oMx) A 
h. 2h ^ 
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n„ (x, y)=0 for y^^x-h^, x, x+h^ . 
Then, it is easy to check that Hn satisfies conditions (1)-
(3) of Theorem 1.1.1. 
Kushner in [13] worked with the fixed transition time 
process corresponding to the above transition matrix 
• He noted that w"(x,t), the solution to the finite 
difference equation, satisfies w (x, 0) =E|(|) (x^) 1XQ=X| . To see 
this, use equation (1) to get w " (x, t) =E|W (x"^^, t+A) |x"=x| and 
recall that w (x, T) =(}) (x) . 
Runggaldier and Di Masi in [14] worked with the Markov, 
random transition time process x" corresponding to the above 
transition matrix Hn • Using Subsection 1.2 we can see that 
the generator Aj^=(nN~I)— of x has components 
a^(x,x) 
a„(x,x+h^) 
|f (X) I ^a^(x) 
f Mx) ^a^(x) 
2h2 
, u V f"(x) a^(x) a (x,x-h ) = — + — 
" h 9h 2 
N ^"n 
a^(x,y) =0 for y^^x-h^, x, x+h^ . 
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1.4 Truncation of processes 
The diffusion approximations we have constructed so far 
are discrete state processes. But, for obvious computational 
reasons we want finite state approximations. This is achieved 
by truncating the diffusion and the approximating processes. 
Specifically, let GcR"* be open and bounded and let G^=Gns^. 
Define the stopping times 
Jt if x^eG for all t6[0,T] 
^ I inf {t :Xj.€G} otherwise 
(T if x"eG^ for all te[0,T] 
.^N t N 
inf {t cx^cG.,} otherwise ' u N 
and let x^.=Xj^^, x^=x^^n represent the corresponding stopped 
processes. 
Of course, we want x'^=»'x whenever x "=>x. Let G be the 
closure of G and define 
! f T if x^eG for all t6[0,T] 
I inf {t :X|.fG} otherwise 
Proposition 1.4.1 If P(T = T')=1 and x "=>x, then x"=>x. 
Proof (See Theorem 2 in [14].) • 
For the remainder of the paper when we talk about the 
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diffusion x or an approximating sequence {x'^}, we will assume 
that these are the truncated processes described above. 
Provided G is properly chosen, this assumption is not very 
restrictive. 
Consider the following situation. We are given processes 
{x"},x,y defined on a probability space P) that are 
measurable w.r.t. the complete right continuous filtration 
for te[0,T] . Assume {x"^} is a sequence of finite state 
processes converging in distribution to the (truncated) 
diffusion x. Also, assume there exists a probability measure 
Q on ^  with P«Q and define R^=E for t6[0,T] . Assume 
we are given a sequence of positive square integrable random 
Finally, for a time discretization process assume {a"} is a 
sequence of ¥^=0(7^: s^t}-measurable nondecreasing real valued 
processes with aQ=0 for all N. 
With this setup the Kallianpur-Striebel formula gives us 
for : 
2. Filter Approximations 
variables {R"(x",y)} with E®{R"}=1, and -^=R". 
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In Subsection 2.2 we will show that the sequence of filters, 
(x  ( a ^ )  )  l Y j . | |  c o n v e r g e s  t o  t h e  f i l t e r  E ^ | ( | )  ( x ^ . )  | Y ^ |  i n  L ^ ( P )  
uniformly on [0,T] under appropriate conditions on {R*^} and 
{a"}. But, first we provide some motivational examples. 
2.1 Examples 
In all of the examples, the process y is an observation 
process of the form: 
t 
y^fgixjds+n^ 
0 
where g and n are described in Chapter III. So, as in Section 
III.2, under Q the process y is a standard process (Brownian 
motion or Poisson martingale) independent of x and {x*^} , 
{Rj.}is a martingale given by one of the Girsanov 
theorems (Theorem 11.2.2.5 or Theorem II.2.2.6), and the 
Dgm[0,T] distributions induced by x and {x"} under Q are the 
same as the D n^[0,T] distributions induced by x and {x*^} under 
P. Thus, (Xj.) |Y^| is the optimal mean square filter of 
<j)(x^) given the observations in Y^. and (x(a") ) |Yj.| is an 
approximating filter. We give five examples of how to 
construct the approximating filters, i.e., how to choose {R'^} 
and {a*^} . 
i) Kushner in [13] considers the case where n is SBM. He 
uses fixed transition-time processes like those described 
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in Section 1.1 for the diffusion approximations . 
He takes a"=[t/A]A and 
Rt(x",y) n exp 
k=0 
where 
ii) Di Masi and Runggaldier in [14] also consider the case 
where n is SBM, but they use random transition-time 
Markov processes like those described in Section 1.2 for 
the diffusion approximations {x*^} • They take a"=t and 
R^(x",y) = exp /g'(x^>dy,-|/g-(x»)g(x;)ds 
iii) Goggin in [15] considers the same observation process and 
diffusion approximations as Kushner, but she works with 
different processes {R*^} and . When the observation 
process {y^.} is one dimensional, she takes where 
A=-^, N,.=max{k:T]^^t} / t^=0 , and T"=inf |y^-y^N J>v'a| . 
For R" she uses 
N^-l 
Rt(x",y) = n(l+g(x]^)^y(tk)) 
k=0* ' 
where Ay (T") =y -y (x") . (In [15] she also discusses 
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the case where {y^} is r-dimensional, r>l.) 
iv) When the observation is a Poisson process and the 
diffusion approximations have fixed transition-times, we 
can use a"=[t/A]A and 
v) When the observation is a Poisson process and the 
diffusion approximations are random transition-time 
Markov processes, we can use oi^=t and 
2.2 Convergence 
We show that (x(a")) (x^.) |Y^.| in (P) uniformly 
on [0,T] for any (j)6Cj^(R"*) provided the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
1) R"(x",y)-R,.(x,y) in (Q) probability uniformly 
on [0,T]. 
2) Under Q, {sup R" (x", y) } is a uniformly 
tsT 
integrable sequence. 
3) a"-t-0 in (Q) probability uniformly on [0,T]. 
tt/A]-l r 
<(x",y) = n n gi(x;^) 
k=0 i=l 
exp (l-gj^{x|^) ) A . 
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Theorem 2.2.1 Assuming conditions l)-3), 
EQ{<|) (X(a^)) R^|Y^}->E®{(|) (x^) RJYJ 
in (Q) uniformly on [0,T] for any . 
Proof This proof is a generalization of the discussion in 
[15] on p. 17. 
E2{|E«{<1) (X " (a^) ) R^|Y^|-E®{0 (x^) RJY^} } 
i EQ||ct)(x"(a^) )R^-(J>(X^)R^} 
^ E®{|(t)(x'^(a^))-(t>(x(a^))|R^} 
+ E® <}) (X (a^) ) -<t) (X^) Ir^I + EQ{|(j) (x^)| |R^-Rj} 
5E®{ [(|) (X " (a^)) -(}) (X (a^)) ]'pEc{(R^) 
i 1 
E°([(T)(x(a^) )-(|)(x^ )]^ }2EQ|(RN)2|2 + ||<J)||^ E®{|R -^RJ| 
Conditions 1) and 2) guarantee that E®||R"-Rj.||-0 uniformly on 
[0,T]. So, the third term in the last inequality goes to zero 
uniformly on [0,T]. 
Since { R^ } is a (Q, -martingale, E®|(R") |^^ E®|(R") . 
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But, E®|(R") |^-E®|(RJ,) . Thus, E®|(R")^|- is uniformly bounded for 
all N and all t6[0,T] . Wlog we can assume x^^-x a.s. in the 
Skorohod topology. Then, since x is a continuous process, we 
have Ix*^(a")-X (a") |-^0 a.s. uniformly on [0,T] (see [16] p. 
112). So, the first term in the last inequality goes to zero 
uniformly on [0,T], since $ is continuous and bounded. 
To show that the second term in the last inequality goes 
to zero uniformly on [0,T], we must show that 
E®| ^(|) (x (a") )-<() (Xj.) j^|-0 uniformly on [0,T]. For this suppose 
s>0 is given. Choose Y>0 such that (<t) (x)-(j) (y) )^<e whenever 
|x-y|^ Y x,y6G (recall G is the closure of the truncation 
set G in Subsection 1.4). Then, choose 5>0 such that 
Q( sup |x -X |>Yl<e. (This can be done since x is a truncated 
V |s-t|i6 ^ / 
diffusion with bounded coefficients.) Finally, choose Nq such 
that q| sup la"-t |>5j <e for all N^N^. We have for NsN^, 
E®| 1^0 (X (a^))-<|) (x^) j^j- =E°| j^CT) (x (a^))-<T) (x^.) ^ x|sup|a -^T|>5j|. 
+ E®U<f)(x(a^)) -<t)(x^)px|suplo(^-t|^5j x|^sup^|x^-Xj.|>Yj|. 
+ E®|[(T>(x(a^))-<|)(x^) ^ x|sup |A -^T|^5j x| ^sup^lx^-x^l^Yj J 
^4||())||2e+4||(l)||2e+e 
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=(8||0lli+l)e . 
Theorem 2.2.2 Assuming conditions l)-3), 
(X " (a^)) (X^) |Y J 
in (P) uniformly on [0,T] for any (|)eC^,(R"') 
Proof (See Theorem 3.5 in [15].) 
Now we show that the examples of the last subsection 
satisfy conditions 1)- 3). The conditions are verified for 
example iii) in [15]. To simplify notation we verify the 
conditions for the other examples when the observation process 
y is one dimensional. For all the other examples, a^=[t/A]A 
or t and R^, R^ can be written 
exp 
exp 
/F(x^)dz^ + j'H(x^) ds 
fFlxJdz^ + /H(X^) ds 
where F,H are bounded continuous real-valued functions and 
t 
z,=y^-/5ds as in Section III.2. 
0 
For R^, R^. described above condition (iii) is immediate. 
Condition ii) is easy. Just note E®|sup (R^) ^|.^4E®|(r") and 
E®|(RIJ)^| is uniformly bounded because F,H are bounded. So, we 
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will consider condition i). Using the Skorohod representation 
and the continuity of {Xt} we have a.s. uniformly on 
[0,T]. Therefore, since H is continuous, 
j*H (Xg) ds -(Xg) ds a.s. uniformly on [0,T] 
Also, F (x^)-F (Xj.) |^->0 a.s. uniformly on [0,T] which implies 
E®| [^F (x")-F (x,.) j^|-0 uniformly on [0,T] since F is bounded. 
Thus, 
[j'F(x^)-F{x^)dz^]4 = |E«{[F(x^)-F{xJ]2|ds-0 
0 J 0 
uniformly on [0,T]. So, the exponents of {R^} converge to 
the exponent of R^. in (Q) probability uniformly on [0,T]. 
Condition 1) then follows easily. 
3. Computational Considerations 
For a given diffusion x and observation process y we have 
seen how to construct filter approximations in a variety of 
ways. The particular filter approximation chosen will usually 
depend on the computability of the filter approximation and on 
the efficiency of the computational algorithm. In this 
section we first describe algorithms for computing the 
approximate filters in the examples of Section 2. Then, we 
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discuss the relative efficiency of some of these algorithms 
using the computer simulations in the appendix. 
3.1 Computational algorithms 
In examples ii) and v) where each diffusion approximation 
x" is a finite state Markov process, r" satisfies the 
satisfy the Zakai equation, and since x" is a finite state 
Markov process, we can compute the UCD process using the 
differential equations in Subsection III.3.2. 
In the other examples we can compute the UCD's 
recursively via a matrix multiplication algorithm. The key to 
this algorithm is the multiplicative nature of R". That is. 
conditions of Section III.2. So 
k=0 
Specifically, in example i) 
Nt= [t/A] , = 
AyjJ) = exp[g* 
; ^(k+DA" ^ kA' 
  • AyJ- |g • g (xj^) A) ; 
in example iii) 
N^= max {k: T|J^t} , 1:^ = 0, T|J = inf |y^-y^N_J>v'A} 
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Ayk = y - y (t|J) , and (xj^, Ay^) = (1+g (xj^) Ay]J) ; 
in example iv) 
N^=[t/A], AyN = y,^ ^^ j^ - y^, and 
r;;(x;;^,Ay;;) = fi [gi(x;;^) exp [ (i-g,(x;;^) > a] . 
i=l 
The algorithm is derived as follows. 
Recall that in these examples for an appropriate 
Markov chain with state space Sj^ and transition matrix 
Hf,. Suppose te[0,T] and <|)eB(Sjj) are fixed. Also, denote x|^ 
by x" and r"(x",Ay") by r" . Then for k=Nj., .. ., 1 define a 
sequence {V^(x") } of random variables recursively by 
Clearly, each V^(xjJ) depends on the observations {y^rO^s^t} 
also. 
Using the independence of x'^,y and the Markov property of 
we have 
h= —where Y^Vx"_j is the a-algebra generated by Y,. U a{x"_^} . 
4 
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b) If V^(x")=E°j( n^i) 0(x"j|Y^Vx" then 
Vh-1 (='!;<) -E® 
Nt-l I 
k.iE°{ ( Il r^) <!>(<) |Y,Vx;j}kvx;;_^ 
i=k ^ 
So, by induction (x") =E°{R" 0 (x{J^) |Y j.VXq} . 
Now, suppose SN has d^ elements {x.,...,x. }. Define 
i djj 
G„(k) =diag[rjJ(x^,Ay^), . . . ,r5^(x^^,Ay^) ], i.e., G^(k) is a d„xd^ 
diagonal random matrix dependent on Ay^. Also, denote by 
the random vector (V^(Xj) , .. . ,V^ (x^) ). Finally, denote the 
UCD of x" by q" for k=0,1,. . .,Nt. Then, using the definition 
of V^(x") and the result in the last paragraph , we have (as 
always * denotes the transpose operation): 
= E°{0(x;jjR^lY^} 
=(s„(0)n„Vj;fq» 
=(G„(OinA(l)n„V,)'qS 
=(G„ (0 > n„G, (1) n„-G, (H 1) n„v„ j-q^ 
='f'niG^ (M^-i) - njG^ (1) n;G„ (0) q;. 
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Since (]) is arbitrary in B(S) it follows that 
Furthermore, since te[0,T] is 
arbitrary we can compute the sequence {q"} using the 
difference equation qk+i=nNGN (k) q" . 
3.2 Algorithm comparison 
To compare some of the algorithms discussed above, 
consider the following partially observed real-valued system: 
dXj. = f (x^)dt + a(x^.)dv^. 
( 2 )  
dVt = g (x^) dt + rdw^. 
where {Vt},{Wt} are SBM processes. We have run computer 
simulations of the evolution of this system. Also, we have 
filtered the observation process {yt} in these simulations 
using the Di Masi-Runggaldier algorithm, the Kushner 
algorithm, and the Goggin algorithm to obtain estimations 
{x^} of the signal process {x^}. 
We begin by describing the details of the system 
evolution simulations. First, we generate the trajectories of 
the time discretized signal process. For this we assume the 
signal is a linear diffusion, i.e., f(Xt)=-aXt and a{Xt)=b 
where a,b are constants. There are two reasons for this 
linearity assumption. We want to compare the performance of 
the three filter algorithms mentioned above to the Kalman 
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filter which is optimal for a linear system. Also, the 
discrete time analog of a linear SDE is easy to determine (see 
[19] p. 189). Then, we generate the discrete time observation 
trajectories for various functions g(x). The noise 
coefficient r in these observations must be fairly small (say 
r^2"^) for reasonable filtering results. So, to simulate the 
evolution of the partially observed system, the computer 
evaluates the discrete time analog of system (2): 
(3) 
Ay^ = g(x^) A + x^/Ew^ 
where A is the time increment, {vi^} and {w^} are iid N(0,1) 
sequences of random numbers. The initial value XQ is a given 
number or random nixraber, and the initial value YQ is always 
zero. 
Next we apply the three filtering algorithms to the 
observation process {y^} with k=0,1,...,t/A to obtain 
estimation processes. We use the following discrete space-
time grid for the filters. The finite state space 
S={x:x=-m+kh and k;=0,1, . . ., 2m/h} where m is the bound for the 
space and h is the space increment. The time grid is {t:t=kd 
and k=0,1,...,T/d} where d is the time increment. The 
relation between the time and space increments is discussed 
below. Recall that all of the filtering algorithms use the 
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transition matrix H of ^ Markov chain that takes values on the 
\ / \ 
2m . 
+1 
h 
2m ^ 
+1 
h 
state space S. We choose H to be the 
dimensional tridiagonal matrix with entries described on page 
71 of this paper. But, the entries described on page 71 must 
be between zero and one in order for H to be a transition 
matrix. This requires that the time increment d be 
sufficiently small compared to the space increment h. For our 
filters we take d=— . 
4 
Within the framework described above, we summarize each 
of the three filtering algorithms. 
i) The Di Masi-Runggaldier algorithm solves Clark's 
differential equation (see p. 57): 
te[0,T] 
where A*=(n*-I)—/ R.=exp (Gy.- —G^t) , G=diag (g (-m) , 
d 2 
g (-m+h) , . . ., g (m-h), g (m) ), and Po is the initial 
distribution of the Markov chain signal 
approximation. Then x^=E{x^.|Yj.} is computed using 
the conditional distribution where 
Rtrt 
ER^(X,X) r^.(x) 
xes 
To numerically solve Clark's differential equation 
we use an Euler approximation. 
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ii) The Kushner algorithm solves the difference 
equation: 
qk+i=n*G(k) qo=Pof k=0, 1, . . ., T/d 
where G (k) =diag ( (-m, Ay^.) , . . ., r^. (m, Ay^.) ) , 
^yk=y()c-n)d~ Vied' r^(x,Ay^) =exp (g(x) Ay^-|.g2(x)d) . 
Then the conditional distribution is given by 
xeS 
iii) The Goggin algorithm solves a difference equation of 
the same form as the Kushner algorithm except that 
r^(x,Ay^) = (l+g(x) Ay^) , 
where Ay|^=±-i^ (see p. 77 for a description of Ay^ 
in the Goggin algorithm). 
Because it is designed around matrix computations the 
MATLAB software environment is ideal for running the above 
system and filter simulations. The MATLAB code for a typical 
run is given in the Appendix. Also, in the Appendix we 
display the results of several simulation runs. For each 
simulation we vary the observation function g(x) and/or the 
space increment h. We display the signal trajectory {x^} and 
the filtered estimation {Xj.} for each of the three filters 
described above and the linearized Kalman filter. However, 
for some of the simulations we display the unfiltered 
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observation process instead of the Goggin filter. We do this 
because r^(x,Ay^) must be positive and this requires that 
llgll be less than one in the Goggin algorithm. So, when 
this condition is not satisfied we do not run the Goggin 
filter. Also, note that in each simulation we record the CPU 
time required to run each filter algorithm. 
Comparing the filtered estimates in the simulations in 
the Appendix, we observe the following. First, it appears 
that the accuracy of all three filters compare well with the 
linearized Kalman filter when g(x) is approximately linear 
near zero (i.e., g'(0)9'0). Of course, they outperform the 
linearized Kalman filter when g(x) is "very" nonlinear near 
zero (e.g., g(x)=x^). Next, there is a significant difference 
in the computation times required for the three filters. 
Since the Di Masi-Runggaldier algorithm requires the solution 
of an ODE it is much slower than the others. The reason the 
Goggin algorithm is faster than the Kushner algorithm is that 
the G(k) matrix in the Goggin algorithm is not reevaluated for 
each k since G(k) has only two possible forms depending on 
whether Ay^=-^ or Ayj^=--^ . Note that even though the Goggin 
algorithm cannot be run for specific g(x) functions when 
1 1 h=—, the CPU time for the Goggin filter when h=— is 
4 8 
1 
comparable to the CPU time for the Kushner filter when h=—. 
Of course, much work still needs to be done to get an 
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accurate assessment of the relative merits of these filter 
algorithms and other algorithms that have been developed. For 
example, we should compare the algorithms when the signal 
process is nonlinear. Also, we need to develop a quantitative 
measure for comparing the accuracy of the filters. Finally, 
these filters should be compared to other filtering schemes 
such as numerical methods for solving the Zakai equation. We 
hope to investigate these topics in the future. 
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APPENDIX 
% INITIALIZE PARAMETERS 
% 
dt=l/2~lQ; 
m=l/dt; 
t=dt*[1:m]'; 
a=l; 
b=sqrt(2); 
s2=b'2/(2*a) ; 
ex=0; 
ep=0; 
%ep=s2; 
xa=ex*exp(-a*dt*[l:m]'); 
f=exp (-a*dt) ; 
q2=s2*(l-exp(-2*a*dt)); 
r2=l/2"6; 
% 
h=l/2'3; 
d={h'^)/4; 
bd=2; 
c=bd/h; 
S=h*[-C:C]'; 
%qO=exp(-(s. "2)/(2*s2))*h/sqrt(2*pi*s2); 
qO=[zeros{c,1);l;zeros(c,1)]; 
pu=[0;0; {a*s2*d/ (h'2))*ones{2*c-l, 1) + [{-a*d)*[-c+1:-1] '/zeros(c,1)]] 
pl=flipud(pu); 
pd=[l;ones{2*c-l,1)-pi(l:2*c-l,1)-pu(3:2*c+l,1);1]; 
p=spdiags(tpl pd pu],-l:l,2*c+l,2*c+l); 
clear pu pi pd; 
% DEFINE G(X) 
% 
function y=g{x) 
y=x; 
% SYSTEM EVOLUTION 
% 
%xO=sqrt(s2)*randn{l); 
x0=0; 
v=randn(m,1); 
x=ltitr(f,sqrt(q2),v,xO); 
w=randn{tn, 1) ; 
z=g(x)*dt+sqrt(dt*r2)*w; 
y0=0; 
y=ltitr(1,1,z,yO); 
clear v w; 
% LINEARIZED KALMAN FILTER 
% • 
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%gl=zeros(m,1); 
gl=dt*ones(m,1); 
xb=f*ex; 
pb=f*ep*f+q2; 
z=2-g (xa) *dt; 
xkal=zeros(m,1); 
for k=l:m 
kg=pb*gl(k)/(gl(k)*pb*gl(k)+r2*dt); 
ph=: (l-kg*gl (k)) *pb; 
xkal (k) =xb+kg* (z (k) -gl (k) *xb) ; 
xb=f*xkal(k); 
pb=f*ph*f+q2; 
end 
xkal=xkal+xa; 
clear gl z; 
% DI MASI FILTER 
% 
q=qO; 
yc=yO; 
xrdc=zeros(m,1); 
bv=exp(g(s)./r2); 
bg=diag(exp(- (dt/ {2*r2)) * {g(s) . ^2))) * {(1-dt/d) *eye (2*c+l) + (dt/d) *p') ; 
for k=l:m 
dy=y{k)-yc; 
yc=y(k); 
q=diag{bv. "dy) *bg*q; 
xrdc(k) = (s'*q)/suin(q) ; 
end 
clear bv bg q; 
% KUSHNER FILTER 
% 
q=qO; 
yc=:yO ; 
xkusc=ex; 
xkus=zeros(m,1); 
bv=exp(g(s)./r2); 
bm=p'*diag(exp{-(d/(2*r2))*{g(s) ."2))) ; 
for k=l;in 
if rem(k,in*d) ==0 
dy=y(k)-yc; 
yc=y(k); 
q=bm*diag(bv. "dy) *q; 
xkus (k) = (s' *q)/sxim(q) ; 
xkusc=xkus(k); 
else 
xkus(k)=xkusc; 
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end 
end 
clear bv bm q; 
% GOGGIN FILTER 
% 
q=qO; 
yc=yO; 
xgogc=ex; 
xgog=zeros(m,1); 
bn=p'*diag(ones(2*c+l,1)-sqrt{d/r2)*g(s)) 
bp=p'*diag(ones(2*c+l,1)+sqrt(d/r2)*g(s)) 
for k=l:m 
if abs(y(k)-yc)>=sqrt(r2*d) 
dy=:sign{y(k) -yc) ; 
yc=y(k); 
if dy==l 
q=bp*q; 
else 
q=bn*q; 
end 
xgog(k) = (s'*q)/sum(q) ; 
xgc3gc=xgog{k) ; 
else 
xgog(k) =sxgogc; 
end 
end 
clear bn bp q; 
% DRIVER 
% 
simsys 
time=cputime; 
kalfilt 
tkal=cputime-time 
xrdc=y; 
if h>=l/2'3; 
time=cputime; 
rdcfilt 
trdc=cputime-time 
end 
xkus=y; 
if h>=l/2'3 
time=cputime; 
kusfilt 
tku s=cput ime-1ime 
end 
xgog=y; 
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if max(abs(g{s)))*sqrt(d/r2)<=1 
time=cputiine; 
gogfilt 
tgog=cputime-time 
end 
% 
subplot(2,2,1),plot(t,X , ' y . ' ,t,xkal, 'r') 
title{'KALMAN'),axis([0 1 -2 2]) 
subplot(2,2,2),plot(t,x,'y.',t,xrdc, 'r') 
title ('DI lyiASI') ,axis( [0 1-2 2]) 
subplot(2,2,3),plot(t,x,'y.',t,xkus, 'r') 
title('KUSHNER'),axis([0 1-2 2]) 
subplot(2,2,4),plot(t,x,'y.',t,xgog, 'r') 
title CGOGGIN'), axis ([0 1-2 2]) 
%ANNOTATION 
% 
gtext('signal .... filter ') 
gtext('g(x)=x h=l/8') 
gtext{'cpu=l.82s') 
gtext('cpu=27.57s') 
gtext('cpu=8.13s') 
gtext{'cpu=l.48s') 
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KALMAN 
cpu=1.82s 
KUSHNER 
cpu=8.13s 
signal... 
Dl MASI 
cpu=27.57s 
GOGGIN 
cpu=1.48s 
g(x)=x h=1/8 
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KALMAN 
cpu=1.65s 
KUSHNER 
cpu=1.21s 
0 0.5 
signal,. . .  fi lter 
Dl MASI 
cpu=7.85s 
OBSERVATION 
g(x)=x h=1/4 
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KALMAN 
cpu=1.59s 
KUSHNER 
cpu=7.91 s 
signal.... filter 
Dl MASI 
cpu=29.11s 
GOGGIN 
cpu=1.43s 
g(x)=sinx h=iy8 
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KALMAN 
cpu=1.70s 
KUSHNER 
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Dl MASI 
cpu=:7.42s 
GOGGIN 
cpu=1.10s 
g(x)=sinx h=1/4 
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KALMAN 
cpu=1.65s 
KUSHNER 
/ 
cpus1.04s 
signal.... filter 
Dl MASI 
cpu=7.03s 
OBSERVATION 
/ 
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KALMAN 
cpu=1.70s 
KUSHNER 
cpu=1.10s 
signal.... filter 
Di MASI 
cpu=7.36s 
OBSERVATION 
g(x)=x'^3 li=1/4 
